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ABSTRÀCT

Thie report ig based on a practicum experience where collectivity
was used as an intervention tool in a time-limited open-memberehip program

for parente of diecharged premature infants. A review of the literature
emphasized the benefits of peer contact in this poputation and indicated
that these Parents experienced a more difficult post-partum adjuetment

than did parents of fu11-term infants. The practicum involved the
development and implementation of a collectivity (a Ìess developed form of
group) as the means of eervice delivery. The purpose was to provide a

non-medical intervention to assist parents in the early months following
the discharge of their baby from hospital. The goats of the program were

to provide information and support to parents, to enhance their feelings
of competency around baby care and to provide parents with brokerage

service where appropriate.

Data collection tools invoLved a pre- and post program self-report
of parents' functioning in terms of stress related to baby care, feelings
of competencyr satisfaction with support and feeLings of satisfaction with
one's present situation. Other data collection tools incLuded a pre-
program demographic questionnaire as well as a post-program evaluat,ion

interview with participants.

Empirical resulÈs indicated that most parents experienced a modest

increase in overal-l functioning with greater benefits for those par-
ticipants who did attend the program more often. parents found the
program a worthwhile experience and found the receipt of information and

conÈact with other Parents as most helpful. The evaluation data indicated
that the use of collectivity was an effective means of service delivery to
this poputation. observations on the use of collectivity are given and

eeveral recommendations are made concerning future programming.
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Rationale for Develo¡ment. of service to Parents of Discharged pramature

Infants

In Canada approximately 78 of all births are preterm: this means

that the baby is born between 25 and 37 weeks gestation (Banks, 19g9).

Because of prematurityr the majority of these infante reguire a couree of

intensive medical treatment or special care in order to eurvive. The baby

is usually hospitalized until about the time of their due date. Vthen the

baby is finally ready for diecharge home, the care of Èhis baby ie still

not eguivarent of that of a full-term (40 week gestation) baby (Ladden,

1990).

The literature indicates that parents of premature infant,s are at

greater risk for attachment and parenting difficulties than parents of

fulr-term infants (DuHamer et aI., 1974, Mober & Hamirt,on, 19g1, Minde et

â1., 1980' siefert, et aJ-., 1983). A study by Hunter et al. (1978) found

these babies to be at an eightfold greater risk for maltreatment during

their first year of life. Their study suggested that parents with limited

social supports and/or emotional reserve had difficulty forming a positive

attachment to their premat,ure child. The birth and care of a premature

baby can place significant stress on the family, including both mari¡al

and sibling relationships (Cohen, J-gg2t Ladden, 1990).

At the time of discharge from hospital, the premature baby is not

necessarily neuroJ.ogically mature. As a result of this neurological

immaturity, premature babies do not give easy-to-read signals and cLues

about hunger, tiredness and over stimul-ation. premature babies often take

longer to console and longer to develop reasonable eating and sleeping

patterns. Àll of this can have a "disorganizing" effect on the parents.
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Parents of discharged premature infants may experience what Helen

Harrison (1983) calls "post-nursery depression." The parents are often

already fatigued from daily visits to baby in hospital and then from

freguent feedings and fussiness when baby comes home. Many parente feel-

anxious about caring for an infant who previously had 24-hour nurging care

(Ladden, 1990). High anxiety levels experienced during baby,s hospitaliz-

ation period do not recede overnight. Àlso, the parents no longer have

daily and eupportive contact from nurses, doctors, social workers and

other Parents in the nursery. The parents may begin to feel al-one and

isolated. The need for peer eupport may not become apparent to many

parents until after their baby is home and their formaL association from

hospital has ended (cohen, 1982, Harrison, 1993, Henry, 1990, Ladden,

1990, Nance, 1982).

In the community, support groups for parents focus on. either parent.s

of full-term infants or parent.s of infants with special needs, i.e. Spina

Bifida, Down Syndrome. Although these groups may meet some of Èhe needs

of parents of premature infants, these groups do not address the unique

experience and concerns of caring for a premature infant. This may 1eave

the parent feeling isolated wit.hin the group. The student'e premiee is

that parents of a premature infant have a different adjustment period at

home than do parents of a fuLl-term infant and conseguent,ly they have

needs of a different order. currently, !{innipeg has no established

support eervice specificatly for the psychosocial needs of parents of

newJ.y discharged premature infants.

The sociaL work practicum upon which this report, is based involved

the development, implementation and evaluation of a non-medical time-
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limited outreach int.ervention for parents of premature infants who had

been discharged from the special case nurseries at both St. Boniface

General Hospital and lVomens' Hospital in trlinnipeg. The program, ',Now That

Baby's At Home ..." hras a short-term preventative service that focused on

the psychosocial needs of the parents in the early period after the baby

came home from hoepital. The program addressed iseues identified in the

literature as generic to this population that otherwige would be miseed in

the context of programs for parents of full-term infants.

The program worked with parents in the context of collectivity (a

form of social group work) rather than individually, as this social

context seemed to normaLize the experience, reduce isolation, and offer

more than one source of helping and support. Further, the literature

reported extensively on the benefits of peer contact with this popuLation

(Boukydis, 1,982, Dammers, 1980, MacNab, 1985, lleiers, 1978, Minde, 1980,

Schosenberg, 1980). The coLL.ectivity also served to increase the potency

of the helping relationship between the worker and individual members

(Lang, 1986).

The student chose to develop a time-limited collectivity rather than

an ongoing support group because of the transitional nature of the

problems related to prematurity as opposed to the more permanent nature of

conditions such as Spina Bifida. Also, there did not appear to be large

enough numbers to spontaneously develop an ongoing eupport group despite

the fact that premature infants represent a significant portion ( 5-78 ) of

all births. The limitations of the poputation, such as the short-term

nature of the probJ.em and demands on the population i.e., child care,

fatigue, etc., lead to a high turnover in the parents and result in a tack
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of continuity of experience and development of group (Lang, :-9g6l. The

resulÈing entlty is a collectivity rather than a group.

The colreetivity had a eelf-eelecting open memberehip with very

ittle restriction on attendance. Parents were invited to come out Èo the

progrErm as many times ae they choose to aÈtend. The program consieÈed

six evening eessions and met every two weeks. The collectivity relied

of

on

content and structure to provide continuity of experience.

For the purpose of the etudent's rearning and the practicum, the

Program was repeated. The first progra¡n was held from September until

December 1990 and wirl be referred to as cycle r of the program. The

Program u¡as rePeated over February to April 1991 and will be referred to

as Cyc1e II.

Objectivee

?he objectives of the program for parents of discharged premaÈure

infants were to provide participants with:

rnformation on topics of concern to parents at this Etage of

parenting.

supÞort to promote the resol-ution of baby,s hospitalization and

issues related to prematurit.y.

comôetencv. the program aimed at increasing parents feerings of

being capable saretakers of their osrn babies.

Brokerase service to parents who have needs thaÈ are beyond the

helping potential of the meetings.

The personal Learni,ng objecÈives of the student hrere:

3.

4.
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1. Development of knowledge and ekilIe in facilitating a collectivity.

2. To develop knowledge and understanding about the experience (needs)

of parents of premature infants once their infant has been dis-

charged home.

The student also wished to examine t.he possibility of St. Boniface

General Hospital or womens' Hospital cont,inuing to offer the program after
the completion of the practicum.

Organization of the practlsrrm f,sp¡¡¡'!

This report is organized into seven chapt,ers. The report begins

with this current chapter, Chapter one, and sets out the rational for the

need for service to parents of discharged premature infants, and the

practicum objectives. Chapter Two provides the Literature review on the

transitíon to parenthood and provides background informatión on premature

infants and their families. Chapter Three contains the theoretical

fra¡nework for the prograrn. This includes an outline of smaLl sociaL

forms, social group work and the use of groups in health care settings.

This chapter also contains a discussion on collectivity as it relates to

the practicum. The chapter concLudes with a discussion on social support

as it relates to both t.he transition to parenthood and as an element in
collectivity.

chapter Four, practicum Methods, procedures and Evaluation

rnstruments, reports on the planning phase of the program as werr as the

program structure and methods of data colLection. Chapter Five. practicum

Results, reports on the findings of the outcome measures identified in

Chapter Four. It also includes profiles of individual clients and
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observations from process recordings. chapter Six is an evaluation of the

program as a whole, and draws on the student'g obeervations of the

collectiviÈy and the program interventions. It aleo links the theory put

forth in the literature review with what actually happened in the program.

The final chaPÈer (Chapter seven) includes comments on the etudent'e

personal learning, recommendations for future practice and closing

remarks.



CHÀPTER ONE

LITERATT'RE REVTEW
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The following review of the literature will focus on 1) the tran-

sition to parenthood and 2) premature infants and their families. FactorÊ

that contribute to atrees experienced by parents during transition to

parenthood will be identified. In addition etrategies to assist parents

in adaptation to thie new role will aleo be discussed. The review will

then focus on the experience and needs of premature infants and their

Parents. The review will consider the greater vulnerability of parents of

premature infants during the period of transition to parenthood and will

discuss the increased number of incidents of abuse and neglect among

premature infants.

The Transition to Parenthood

"The transition to parenthood, as the term typicarry is used, refers

to the fairry brief period of time from the beginning af a pregnancy

through the first months of having a child" (Gotdberg, 1999, p. xiii).

The early literature on the transition to parenthood suggested that the

birth of a couple's firsÈ child represented a crisis necessitating a major

upheaval in the rives of the parents (Hobbs, 1965, Russel , rg74r. Gottieb

and Pancer (1988) rejected the concept that the event eras a crisis.

Instead, they viewed it as a normative transition process of adaptation

and adjustment. This view of parenthood as a normative transition was

first proposed by Rossi (1968) and then supported by Milter & soLlie

(1e86).

Rossi (1968) identified numerous factors that made the transition to

Parenthood more difficult than other role changes in adult life. These

factors included: Pregnancy was not always a planned event; infants had an
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absolute need for the parent(e); parenthood vras an abrupt and not a

gradual responeibitity; most role transitions were revocable, parenthood

was not; there was a lack or at least a scarcity of forma] or informal

preparation for parenthood; the anticipatory stage of pregnancy failed to
give one realietic training for parenting; and parents had few guidelines

to teII them how well they are doing ae parents.

Miller and Sollie (1986) suggested that rough].y the first year of
parenthood entailed a slight to modest decline in personal well-being and

some increase in pereonal stresses for many parente. The baby could cause

certain stresses arising from numerous child care tasks, a lack of s1eep,

feelings of overwhelming responsibility and a tack of time for self and

Epousre. Both Bennet & srade (1991) and Gottrieb and pancer (198g)

suggested that new mothers experience these stresses more keenly than new

fathers. Furthermore, many mothers were faced with hard decisions about

the balance of motherhood and employment.

Miller and Sollie (1986) reported t,hat new parents employed a number

of coping strategies in response to this time of transition. Broadty

stated, these strategies included adaptability and integration.

Adaptability involved learning to live with a lack of predictability and

schedules, rearning pat,ience, becoming more organized and becoming more

flexible- Integration invoLved a recognition that parenthood is a shared

reeponsibility, an att,emPt to maintain gome activities that were engaged

in before the birth of the baby, the use of both community and social

support to Etrengthen individual responses to stress. other indicators

that parents had been able to integrate parenthood into their lives

included finding satÍsfaction in caring for baby, being able to take some
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time away from baby, and realizing thaÈ others vrere deating with eimitar
etruggles and feelinge about their baby. Parents also used looking to the

future or real-izing that baby care becomes easier as time goes on as

another coping etrategy.

The transition to parenthood appears to be a time of satisfaction
coupled with stress and vtorry (Hoffman & Manis, tgTB cited in Antonucci &

Mikue, 1988). rf this is true for parente of a furl-term infant, then it
is likely to be even more true for parents after the birth of a high-risk
infant.

Pramature Infante and Their Families

Most parents pranning to deriver a baby anticipate a safe birth, a

joyfur event and expect to reave hospital with baby in a few days after
the birth of the child- Parents who deliver their infant prematureì.y have

most of their plans and expectations shattered. The early birth of their
baby is most often filred with feelings of guirt, anger, herpressness,

fear and hope (Harrison, rgg2, Kitcher, 1gg3, Nance, 1gg2). Although it
may go unspoken, many parents fear the real or perceived threat of death

or injury as a resuLt of the baby,s premature condition. Many parents

felt that somehow the baby's prematurity was their fautt,. Few parents

have ever faced a more dist,ressing situation than the one that confronts

Èhem as parents of a very premature infant (Harrison , tgg2).

As previously mentioned, about 7t of a1r births are preterm. This

means that the babies vtere born between 25 and 37 weeks gestation and

usually weighted between 600 and z,soo grams at birth (Barbs, 19g9). The

premature baby's rate of survival depends on both gestational age and
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birth weight. Babies weighing Less than 907 grams (two pounds) have a

elightly better than a 50 - sOt survival rate, but this increasee to 90 -
988 survivar rate if the baby's weight is more than 1r5gg grams (3t

pounds) (Harrison, ]-9g2l. At least initialJ.y, most premature infantg

require intensive medicar care in order to grow and develop. Thie may

include life eupport, increased oxygen for respiratory difficultiee, body

temperature regulation, drug therapy, surgery, and intravenou6 feedings,

etc.

while these babies have "extra" needs so do the parents. Briefry

stated, the needs of the parents include:

rnformation. These parents need to be informed of their baby,e

progress and the imprications of prematurity on the baby and the

care of the baby.

competencv. These parents need to know that they pray a vitar and

unique rore in their baby's health and development regardless of the

baby's need for medical intervention.

support. These parents find it herpful to know that others have

gone through a similar situation. Also, a premaÈure birth praces a

strain on the family system.

Resolution. The parents need to grieve the loss of a furl-term

child in order to form an attachment to t.heir pre-term infant. The

parents also need to resolve the hospitar experience. often it is

not untir after the crisis has passed that parents begin to identify

the strain that they felt when t,heir baby was in the speciar care

nurBery.
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These points wilr be elaborated upon in this section of the report.

Al-most es soon as the premature baby's condition has etabilized,

parents are encouraged to actively participate in some of baby,E care

needs, i.e., mouth care, cord care, bottle feedings, etc. Holvever, as

long as their baby remains dependent on medical etaff for eurvival many

parents feel more like a visitor to their baby than an actual parent

(Cohen, 1982).

ParenLs may employ a variety of defence mechanisms to deal with

their baby's hospitalization. Parents may avoid touching and/or visiting

their chil-d out of fear that bonding with the baby may leave them even

more vulnerable to emotional upsets. Other parents may spend a great deat

of time with baby and not attend to the care of their other children and

responeibilities. Some Parents find it easier to clutch at all types of

medical information, i.e., blood-gas readings, heart rate, weight gain,

etc. ' rather than rel-ating direct.ly to the baby in a non-medical comfort-

giving role. Each of the baby's parents may cope differently with baby's

hospitalizat,ion. A couple's different coping styl-es may make it difficult

to receive comfort from each other and their relationship may experience

much discord (Cohen, 1982).

ReÌatives and friends can be either a source of support or stress

for parents- They may provide a listening ear, help t,he parents with the

care of the other children, etc. They may also try to minimize a parent's

anxiety and concern and thie can often Leave the parents feeling

misunderstood and isolated. SomeÈimes relatives and friends are uncertain

how to respond to the parents and may avoid them until the baby comes home

from hospital. Another consideration is that one'e extended famiJ-y may
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live far away and that friends may not be available to provide emotionaL

and practicar support because of their own schedures (Ladden, 1990).

The arrival of a new baby is often a time of upheaval for older

children in the family. The birth of a premature baby can intensify these

normal feelings. Children can Eense the tension in the family and are

often upset by the absences and preoccupation of the parente. The

brothers and sisters need simple but honest age-appropriate anshrers about

the new baby and mon and dad's concerns about the baby. Brothere and

sisters may need some help forming an attachment with the ner^f baby.

rnvorving the siblings in projects for the baby may herp emoot,h the

eventual transition period when baby comes home from hospital (Harrison,

1983 )

The premature infant's discharge from hospital is often Ìooked upon

by parents with mixed emotions. Hametin (199J-), Kap]an arid Mason (1960)

and Ladden (1990) reported that when premature infants were discharged

from hospital- parents may have experienced renewed anxiety, stresses and

need for support. There wag a retief that baby was finalry home, but

there may also have been some anxiety about now having to care for a

delicate premature baby who only days or weeks before required complete

medica] support. Also, parente were often concerned that the very

treatment needed to save their baby may later have an adverse effect on

their child. FoIlow-up studies on premature infants showed that these

infant,s were at greater risk for respiratory irtnesses, poor weight gain,

developmental- derays or uneven developmentar progress, learning

disabilities and handicaps such as visual impairment or cerebral palsy

(DuHameI et al. 1974, Harrison, 1993).
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Premature infants frequently have uneven neurologica] development.

These babies have been required to eat and breathe much earlier than term

infants but will usually require more time to coordinate all of their body

systems. For example, these babies when fatigued may be just as likely to

become highly irritated as to act sleepily. These infants tend to have

shorter attention €¡pans, difficulty ehutting out extra-stimuli, and tire

more easily (Nance ' 1982). ÀIL this creates a need for extra patience and

understanding with the parenting of these infants.

Parents have legitimate reasons to be concerned about the deveJ_op-

ment of their Premature infant. Infante with a ]ow birth weight (under

1r400 grams) are at greater risk of developing handicaps. It is difficult

to predict the long-term outcome for a baby. Some babies with serious

medical problems often turn out amazingly well (Harrison, 1983). parents

sometimes need to guard against becoming overly protective of baby or

overly anxious about baby,s developmental progress.

A developmental assessment once or twice yearly enables early

identification of any weakness or derays in baby. The formation of a

treatment plan helps these children overcome or compensate for a problem

more quickly (Harrison, 1983). The prematurely born infant has hie or her

developmental age adjusted or rather "corrected" for prematurity. An

infant's "corrected age" is the infant'e calendar age minus the number of

weeks baby was born earry. For example, a six month ord baby born at 32

weeks will have a developmental corrected age of four months. In other

words, this baby woul-d not likely be able to sit up al.one for anot,her two

months or at a six months "corrected" age. Correcting for prematurity is

important in the first, two years of life when a few mont.hs can make a
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great difference in terms of a baby achieving development.al milestones,

i-e., sitting, crawling, etc. Even when a prematurely born baby,e age has

been corrected the baby may not, reach development.al milestones according

to the norm.

Parents of premature infante need to resist comparing their babies

to term babies and even with other premature infants. Each premature baby

is unique and babies with delayed early development can grorÁ, up quite

normally (Nance, 7982r.

fn surnmary, the birth of a premature infant creates a unique

experience for parents. rÈ is very unsettling for parents to leave

hospital without an infant and to spend weeks or months visiting an infant

who was simply not supposed to be born yet. Even when these prematurely

born infants are discharged home, parents are concerned that "something

erse is going to happen" to their baby. rt can take time to resoLve

feelings of high anxiety and to settle into a "normal ]ife. " A premature-

ly born baby at 40 weeks (term age) is not the equivalent of a full-term

baby- The post-hospital period is a time when contact with parents who

have shared and coped with a similar experience can be most beneficial

(Harrison, 1983). The literature reported the successful use of parent

groups whire the baby was stilr in hospital (Boukydis, rgg2, Duhamel et

ar-, 1974' Dammers, 1982, MacNab, 1985, Meier, J-g7g, Minde, L9go, schosen-

berg' 1980). However, literature reported less extensively on the use of

group support after the baby was at home. Harrieon (1993), Henry (1990),

and Nance (1982), report that peer support may have been of greater

benefit to parenÈs once their baby was home from hospital.
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The Consequence€r for parente of prernature fnfants

Parente of premature infante have a vastly different hospital

experience than do parents of full-term infants. They also have a

different eet of concerns for their baby at the time of discharge, i.e.,

the effecte of long-term hospitalization on baby, caring for an infant

that previousLy depended on highly trained medical etaff, and concerns

about normal deveJ.opment, etc. Therefore the post partum needs of parents

of premature infants would differ from parents of full-term infants.

Bennett and Slade (1991) adeptty argued that infants born at risk

place mothers at greater risk for problems in post-partum adjustment.

Bennet and Sl-ade (199L) conducted a study on mothers of these infants (53t

of the sample were infants cared for in NICU) and found that these mothers

experienced increased leve1s of emotional distress and depressive s]¡mptoms

six weeks following the infant's discharge. In additionr' these mothers

perceived themselves as having more difficulty in expressing affection

towards their baby. Bennett and Slade also found the mothers of infants

born at risk reported greater dissatisfaction with the social support they

were receiving from their social network than did mothers of fult-term

infants. However, dissatisfaction with social support did not extend to

the infant'e father. Fathers of pre-term babies have been found to be

more invol-ved in the care of their infants than those of full-term babies

(Blake, stewart & Turcon, L97s, Jeffocoate, Humphrey & Lroyd, 1979 cited

in Bennett & Slade, 1991).

The conseguences of the additional strain placed on parents of

premature infants is born out in the literature. Beaton (1974) cited

Stern who noted a strong reLationship between prematurity and mother-
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infant separation and chitd abuse. Hunter et al. (1978) report,ed in their

study that premature babies were at an eightfold greater riek for

maltreatment in their first year of life. siefert et al. (19g3) areo

found that premature babies were at higher risk for abuse and neglect.

DuHamel et aI. (I974) cautioned that the irritability and prolonged crying

of these infants may increase parental frustration and lead to increaeed

incident of child abuse.

Easterbrooks's (1988) article on the impact of infant risk on the

transition to parenthood cited several sources who reported that there was

indications that preterm infants were over represented in populations of

nonorganic failure to thrive, and in populations of abused and neglected

infants. The need of preventative services in this population is obvious.

Siefert et aI. (1983) conducted a study on prenatal stress and factors

linked to parenting problems found that famity closeness .was associated

with decreased likelihood of such problems. The study also found that

family contact with a social agency was associated with decreased risk of

parenting problems. These findings suggested that community resources,

follow-up, and parent-support programs should be available for families of

premature infants (Siefert et aI., 1993).

fn Eummary' the literature identifies the transition to parenthood

as a time of greater stress in the parenting ro1e. The literature al-so

identifies the additional stresses placed on parents when their infant is

born preterm. Furthermore, it atso holds that the additional concerns and

responsibilities for parents do not dissipate when the infant is

discharged home. This additional strain increases the risk of subsequent

abuse and neglect of these infants. ft is evident that these parents as
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well as their infants are populations at risk.
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Theory Related to Collectivity and Related Conceptualizatione

Às outlined in the Literature Review, the need for peer eupport

among parents of premature infant.s has ben well documented. Leiderman

(1975), in a Eurvey of parents of premature infants, found that these

Parents perceived other parents as perÊons best able to provide them with

the kind of help they needed. The literature also makes'reference to

parent's need for support once baby ís at home and formal ties with

hospital etaff have ended (Harrison, 1993, Nance, 1-gg2). Harrison (1993)

acknowledged that a parent's feering of high anxiety about baby,s health

and develoPment did not instantJ.y recede once baby was at home. Cohen

( 1983 ) wrote that support can assist parents with the resolution of the

crisis of a premature birth.

Given these findings in the literature, the student developed a

voluntary short-term support program for parents of recentì-y discharged

premature infants. As the benefits of peer support were well documented,

the student chose t,o work with individuals in a group-rike setting (a

collective) so that parents would have the opportunity to benefit from

contact with other parents. The form of group work chosen as the method

for working with this population was coLlectivity. The student borrowed

from the literature on both collectivity and social- group work in order to

develop the framework for the intervention. The student wishes to point

out that the term "group" has been loosely applied to many sociar forms.

"This phenomenon has pervaded the helping professions, including social

work, and has resuLted in a lack of specificity with regard to the meaning

of group" (Young, 1986).

For the Purpose of clarification, a description will be provided for
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the forlowing types of small eocial forms: aggregate, collectivity and

group. The Chapter will continue with a discussion of t,he social group

work including the reciprocal model of social group work and st.ages of

group development. The discussion on collectivity follows the section on

social groups as an understanding of groups is centrat to understanding of

collectivity, a leee developed form of group. Under the topic of collec-

tivity the etudent has identified paradignns of change in collectivity, the

use of group work dynamics applied to collectivity, and a report on the

use of collectivity in the Iiterature.

Because of its relevance in working with parent,s of premature

infants and to more generic issues in groups and collectivity, the student

has included reference to the value of the use of groups in heaLt,h care

settings and has included a section on social support. In conclusion,

various points in the preceding material wiLL be applied to the program

for parents of discharged premature infants.

Small Social Forme

Lang (1986) stated that an "array of smal] social forms has been

Iumped under the general discriptor 'groups' whether or not the activity

attains the essentiaL feature of small- group and functions as a smal1

group" (p. 7). This obscures group practice and masks the herping

potential of less developed social forms. Lang identified a continuum of

smalI organizational forms ranging from aggregate through collectivity to

group:

Asqresate is the simplest of the small social forms. Hartford cited

in Lang, (1986) described an aggregate as "a simple collect,ion of people,
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bounded by location, usually experiencing common influences, but having no

cornmon bond or significant interaction. "

Col-lectivitv in the helping professions has been described as an

entity midway between an aggregate and a furry developed group. Lang give

a definitionar description of this as: [a] correcÈivity ie likely to be

lacking in shared, cornmon group goals, and in such essential group

phenomena aE group autonomy, group cohesion, and procedures for pureuing

collective goals through group-directed effort," (p. 2031. collectivity

can have two meanings. The first describes entities capable of becoming

a group but have not yet developed to Èhat point. The second describes a

more limited social form which is complete in itself. It is similar to

but functions differently than a group.

Group is the more highly evolved social form. Theodorson and

Theodorson cited in Lang, (1986) defined a group as:

"A prurality of persons who have a conìmon identity . r cornmon

goals and shared norms The group has direct or indirect

communication among it members, standardized patterns of interaction

based on a eystem of interrerated roles, and Eome degree of

int.erdependency among mem.bers. According to this usage, a group is

a more developed type of collectivity with a distinct sense of

identity. and definite social structure, based on direct or indirect

interaction among its members."

a furry deveroped group, group dynamics function at a high enough level

enabLe the group to become an autonomous and cohesive entity.

In

to
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Social Group glork

social group work is the basic berief that a group is a helping

eystem in which clienÈs use and need each other along with the group

worker to work on cornmon problems (Schwartz, tg74). ÀIthough there are

many types of groupsr the two primary divieions in gocial group work are

task groups and treatment groups. The practicum intervention drew from a

type of treatment group the reciprocal or mutual aid model (Toseland &

Rivas, 1984).

In the reciprocal model the group leader is a mediator who attempts

to facilitate the group's functioning to achieve the optimum adaptation

and socialization among its members. The members work together around

common shared concerns and for a mutual aid system. The reciprocal- model

processes include the use of shared common experience, learning from the

experience and resources of others, and the premise that it is easier to

accept confrontation or direction from someone who has been through a

simiLar experience. Also, as group members herp an individuar with a

specific problem, they are helping themselves with their ovrn similar

concerns (shulman, 1986). rn the reciprocal model, the group worker is

only one source of help in the group and works to make connections between

individuars in the group and works to unleash the naturaL helping

potential in the grouP. This model of group work is consistent with the

literature on support groups for parents of premature infants and their

need for peer support.

St.ages of Group Develo¡ment

Toserand and Rivas (1984) propose that groups change over time.
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Group devel-opment can be categorized into four phases:

1. Planning;

2. Beginning;

3. Middle; and

4. Ending

The planning phase entails all the worker's actions toward forming

the group. The importance of this phase should not be ignored as it lays

a foundation for the group. Tasks involved in the planning phase involve

establishing the group purpose and clarifying its role with the sponsoring

body or host agency, establishing group objectives, preparing group

content, recruiting members, composing the groups and preparing the group

meeting space

Gitterman (1982) wrote on t,he use of groups in health care settings.

He cautioned his readers that organizationaÌ forces can promote or

restrain the development of group service. He suggested that part of

planning a grouP was to ensure support of both upper administration and

horizontal interdisciplinary and peer staff involvement. other staff need

to have their own seLf-interesÈs addressed to ensure cooperation i.e., to

ensure referral_ of appropriate clients, etc.

Tn the beginning stager groups are very dependent on the leader for

structure, cohesion, accomplishment of goals, etc. A true group then

develops into a more self-functioning middle phase. fn the middle phase

the group dynamics have developed sufficientty for the groups to become

more self-regulating and lessen the influence of the worker on the group.

The interaction pat,tern is characterized by member-to-member interaction

as opPosed to worker-to-member dyadic functioning. The group becomes an
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autonomous and cohesive entity (Young, 1986). Àutonomy happens when the

group dynamics operate at a significantly high enough level that the group

develops a "Iife of its own."

Lang (1986) wrote that socia] entities missing the properties of a

developed group are not a "true" group but are rather a less developed

entity i.e., a colrective or aggregate. Many forme of eociar entities,

however, are commonÌy, although erroneously, labelled "groups."

fn the ending phase of a group the worker must help members close

the group's work. It is not uncommon for members to have some ambivalence

with termination. The worker can help members by empowering them with

feelings of potency that they are capable of accompÌishing goals in their

lives (Toserand and Rivas, 1984). The ending phase is also a time for

members to look at maintaining individual accomplishments and j-dentifying

supports in their own networks.

Group dynamics of cohesion, norms and mutual aid will be discussed

in a Iater section under colJ.ectivity. The Chapter continues with a

reporÈ on the use of groups in heal_th care settings.

9lhy Use croups in Health Care Settinge?

Groups have a broad potential for social service deJ-ivery and are

used in various settings. Gitterman (1982) noted that groups are

perceived by agency administration as economical and effective. Rutchick

(1990) wrote t.hat groups in heaLth care settings were receiving growing

attention as a means to treat psychoeocial aspects of disease, to reduce

psychological stresses that accompany changes in one's health status and

as a Preventative and supportive approach to assist individuals coping
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with "normal" life Btresses. Groups that address life transitional issues

may be both a preventative as well as a rehabilitative service (elitte-

rman' 1982). Dobrof et a1. (1990) concurred with the above and noted

that, for aome personsr ân individual treatment approach accented

loneliness and ieolation.

Groupe provide opportunitiee to trade and ehare experiencee and

insights and to develop socialization skills and social networks. The

skills learned in group can be transferred outside of the group and can

assist one to be better able to interact with others in their community

(McGuire & Gott,lieb, 1979 cited in Got,tlieb & Pancer, 1988). Both Dobrof

et aI. (1990) and Rutchick (1990) acknowledged t.he therapeutic benefits of

emotionar catharsis, information sharing, rore modeJ.ling, anticipatory

guidance, normarization and peer support in group. Effective use of

groups in health care settings can enhance an individual,s method of

coping and the quality of their life as vrell as decrease patient misuse of

medical appointments for psychosocial issues (Dobrof et ar., 1990).

Collectivity

A definition of coll-ectivity was given in the earlier section on

small" sociaL forms. Collectives may be a social form deliberately chosen

for its appropriateness for a particular helping endeavour. Al_so,

colrectives may be the resurtant entity when an intended group róras

arrested in development by the operation or presence of particular

variables. Group variables that create collectivity include: insuf-

ficient time per seseion or in the program to generate a group experience;

the meeting space may not be conducive to the needs of a group; the
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individuals may not have the sociaL ekills necessary to participate in a

groupi individual- membership may be of a short duration; there may be a

Poor compositional fit among individuals with a resul-ting tack of com-

monalitiee; and an over representation of group workere or the worker may

'over-control' the group process. These variables may operate singly or

in combination and shape the various helping capacities of collectives.

If a practitioner does not recognize a collectivity for what it is

it may be seen es a'failed'group. Consequently, the usefulness of the

entity is lost. The helping capacity of a collectivity differs from a

fuIIy developed group. Because collectives lack group development,

cohesion, autonomy and integration, the principal interaction between

worker and participants holds central importance and may be considered the

equivalence of certain central group processes. Tn collectivity, the

dynamics of change are different than those related to practice in a group

(Lang, 196ó).

Paradigms of Change in Collectivity

Lang (1986) has identified four paradigms of change employed in

collectivity. These paradigms are:

1. Learninq Paradiqm. The dynamics of individual change arise

a teaching - Iearning relationship i.e., knowledge = change

behaviour.

2. A Relational Paradiqm. The relationship between the worker

and each individual participant is primary but this

relationship is not expected to have sufficient potency

rn

IN
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without the social context of the collectivity to reinforce

the individual endeavour.

3. Social Compliance Paradiqm. Participants are eocialized to a

learned procedure through a social comparison proces s that

induces and reinforces compliance.

4. A chanqe Endeavour paradiqm. This paradigm euggests that

change does not rest on relationships or content but rather on

a brief singJ.e interactional process with strangers.

The paradigm for change utilized in the collectivity for the program was

the relational paradigm. The presence of other parents of premature

infants was a vital part of the collectivity. ft strengthened information

imparted to parents as well as validated experiences shared by parents..

croup Dynamics Àpptied to Collectivity

Collectives can be an effective means for members to achieve

individuar (as opposed to group) goals, to gain information and to

influence behaviour change in a short-term program (Bothwelt & Eisenberg,

1986). Àlthough collectives differ from groups, many of the same group

concePts and opportunities are present but in a more restricted scope

(Clarke' 1986). Pappel and Rothman (1986) wrote that many mainstream

group principles operated in collectivity. The student will consider the

dynamics of cohesion, norms and mutual aid within the context of collec-

t ivity.

Cohesion

rndividuars join and/or remain in colLectives/groups because of
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cohesion. Cohesion provides a Bense of "we-ness" and holds individuals

together. Individuals are attracted to collectives and groups for reasons

such as the need for affiliation, for the resources and activities

available in the entity and becauee of expectations about the beneficial

consequences of participating in a colLect.ive or group (Toseland and

Rivas, 19841.

Cohesion is present in collectives but to a less developed degree

than in groups. Cohesion is an important dynamic for the effectiveness of

a collectivity. Structured procedures may provj-de a sense of cohesion,

especially in open membership collectives with a different composition of

individuals for each session (Lang, 1986). Structure in the collective

also heJ-ps to provide some continuity between sessions.

Sulman (1986) reports that in collect,ivity the worker must take

greater responsibility and more direct action to generaÈe cohesion. The

worker needs to point out commonalities and to build ties between members.

This can be a difficult task because a colLect,ive mimics the beginning

stages of group formation over and over. The worker may have to re-build

cohesion in each session and cannot necessarily rely on cohesion to carry

over from session to session. However, the worker can attempt to increase

cohesion and conformity between sessions by summarizing the content of

previous sessions (Sulman, L986).

Norms

Norms are a shared belief about what is appropriate behaviour.

Norms stabilize and regulate behaviour in collectives and groups. In a

grouPr norms develop over time. As the collective usuaLly has a shorter
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life span and is less autonomous than

tunity for norms to develop. Therefore

provision and regulation of norms.

a group, there is limited oppor-

the worker is responsible for the

Hutual Aid

Mutual aid is a group dynamic that has been extensively described by

Shulman & Gitterman (1986). Mutual aid has been defined as "a helping

system in which clients need each other as well as the worker. This need

to use each other, to create not one, but many helping relationships is a

vital ingredient of the group process" (ShuIman & Gitterman, 1986).

Mutual aid is a healing tool created by members empathizing with each

other in a non-judgemental caring way. To l-earn that someone else has

similar concerns is a powerful experience. Mutual- aid builds the condition

for members to learn new skil-Is and methods of responding.Èo problems.

In col-Iectivity because. opportunities for mutual aid are less likely

to be repeated than in a fully-deveJ-oped group, the worker must capitalize

on opportunities for caring and intimate exchange. This means that the

worker needs to take risks to make connections between participants in

collectivity as there is Less time and/or sufficient group development

that would allow this to occur spontaneously (Sulman, 1986). Clarke

(1986) used single session collectives in a paediatric Spina Bifida cl.inic

to create an atmosphere that encouraged mutual aid between the particip-

ants. Clarke noted that natural helping networks can arise ouÈ of

collectives.

Cohesion, norms and mutual aid are components in collectives as well

as in groups. fn collectives, however, these components are present to a
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lesser degree than in a group. Further, the worker is reLied upon heavily

to generate cohesion, norms and mutual aid in corlectivity.

Stages of Group Develo¡ment in Coltectivity

Groups develop and change over time, however, sulman (1996) noted

that a collective "mlmics . . . beginning stages of group formation over

and over again." Consequently, the worker'6 rol-e in a col-Iective is very

much rike the worker's rore in the beginning gtages of a group.

EspecialÌy in open-ended collectivities the worker and participante have

the ongoing task of continually making acquaintances and buitding

relationships.

When collectivity is the íntended social form there is little

likerihood that the entity wirr go on to develop into a true group. This

should not be considered as a negative factor because when eollectivity is

recognized for what it is, rather than for what it is not, collectives are

a significant helping entity (Lang, 1986).

Collectivity in the Literature

Reports on collectives in social group work is sparse and under-

developed (Lang, 1986). The literature makes no specific mention of the

use of colrectivity with parents of premature infants. However, the

Iiterature does rePort on the use of collectives with individuaLs facing

other health-related issues. For example:

1- Clarke (1986) used single session collectives with parents of

children with Spina Bifida.

2. BothwelI and Eisenberg (1986) used time-timited collectivity
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with cardiac patients and spouses.

3. Warren (1986) used collectives in the community with ex-

psychiatric patients.

4. Sulman et al. (1986) ueed collectivity with an elderly

population in an acute care hospital.

The available literature found collectivity to be a useful-

al-ternative method of working with various populations when the develop-

ment of a group was impractical i.e., due to time limitations, nature of

the issues, etc. Bothwe1l and Eisenberg (1986) found that, aside from of-

fering ÊupPort, information and mutual aid, collectives were capable of

influencing behaviour change in short-term structured programs.

CLarke (1986) supported th'e usefulness of collectivities to serve

clients in life crisis or in life transitions. The purpose of such

collectivities tended to serve a specific client need. These collectives

most often r,rere short-term and had an open member composition. clarke

eneouraged social workers in health care settings to make greater use of

collectives to address the psychosocial needs of patients and their

families.

Social Support

Social support has important implications for primary prevention

(Dean & Lin' 19721 as a buffer against the negative effects of etress

(Brown, 1986r Gottlieb, 1987) and can restore one to a pre-crisis leveL of

functioning (Lee 6( sr^¡enson, 1986). sociar support is a particutarly

important means of countering increased physical and emotional demands and

other stressors faced by new parents (Bennett & srade, t99r, Gottl-ieb &
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Pancer, 1988, MiLrer & sorJ.ie, 1996). Bennett and slade (1991) hypothe-

eized and confirmed that eocial support plays ". . . an even more crucial

role after the birth of a high-risk infant" (p. 160). social eupport has

been identified as relevant in reducing the likel-ihood of maladaptive

parenting (Turner & Avison, 1.995) and of reducing the occurrence of

postpartum depression i-n a population of mothers of high-risk infants

( Bennett & SJ-ade, 1991 ) .

SociaL support focuses on the relevance and significance of human

relationships (Turner & Avison, 1985) rendered by non-professional helpers

(Lee & swensonr 1986). Socia1 support is related to but has a much more

diffused base than mutual aid (Lee & swenson, 1986). Gottlieb and pancer

(1988) propose that four types of social support are called for to meet

the needs of parents during the postpartum adjustment period. These types

of support are:

1. Emotional Support includes expressions of esteem for the

individual, confiding interactions, ventilation of feelings

nd insecurities. Emotional support fosters feelings of self-

esteem and provides validation about an individual,s feelings

about himsel_f or herself and their situation.

2. coqnitive Guidance consists of advice and normative infor-

mation about an individuaL's handling of a situation or plans

for handring situations. rt is typically carled upon when

decisions must be made about rdays of handring present or

anticipated demands. rt is provided by sociar network members

either through direct discussion of the situation or through

the process of social comparison.
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3. Tanqible Aid consists of resources extended (without costs) by

others. This includes gifts, loans and favours i.e.,

babysitting.

4. Coherence Support conditions an individual's appraisale of

their ability to withstand or come to terms with turbulent or

stressful situations. Coherence support provides parente with

confidence that they will be able to accommodate changes

wrought by the transition to parenthood in their personal life

and marital reLationships.

Bennet and Slade (1991) identify the sources of support aÊr intimate

relationships, friendships, and neighbourhood or community contacts.

Social support cushions the stressors experienced by new parents.

There is a paradox though in that many new parents are relativeJ.y

housebound and often fatigued and have difficulty obtaining adeguate

support from their sociar network just when it is most needed. The

mobiLization of sociaÌ support may be restrained by a parent's concern

that he or she may be perceived as inadeguate or concern that they may

have to reciprocate the help. Also, a parent's overwhelming need for

assistance may adversely affect potenÈiaI sources of support (Gottlieb &

Pancer, 1988).

Bennett and Slade (1991) found that mothers of at-risk infants

experienced inadequate social support. The authors suggested that either

high levels of support may have diminished by the time the infant was

discharged home or that in this population there rl¡as an increased need for

social support with an average level perceived as insufficient. Another

problem with sociar support for new parents of ful]-term infante, and
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especially for parents of premature infants is the possibility that

perÊons in their network lack underetanding of the special. etraine the

parents are experiencing and hence they may withhold support

(Easterbrooks, 1988, cottlieb & pancer, 19eg).

"SociaI support may come form Ëources other than established

networks of family and friends" (cottlieb and pancer, 19gg). For exampre,

other parents who have undergone similar experiences with their or¡rn

pregnancies and infants are a cornmon source of support (Easterbrooks,

1988). Gottlieb (1987) postulated that group consensus can counteract

negative stressors and promote a normalizing effect far better than

feedback from a lone individual. He adds that support-group interventions

expanded an individuals social world and offered many new possibilities of

support. Further, Gottlieb held that at times of transitions, such as nev¡

parenthood' contact with a support group could provide more relevant

contact than with members of one's own network. It is noteworthy Èhat

McGuire and Gottlieb cited in Gottlieb & Pancer (1988) found that par-

ticipation in support group can encourage greater reliance on informal

supports available in the parents' own social networks. Gottlieb (1989)

concl-uded that one of the primary functions of social support was the

reduction of uncertainty either through direct feedback or through social

comparison.

srrfnmary

this chapter has reviewed the literature on eocial group work,

collectivity, the relevance of groups in health care settings and the

concepÈ of social- support. This material was reviewed as a prelude to the
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use of collectivity in a short-term program for parents of recently

discharged premature infants.

The need and benefits of peer contact for parents of premature

infants has already been established. Group work has been the long-

favoured choice for working with a collection of individuals in a single

setting. The student, however, chose to use collectivity rather than a

grouP. Collectivity provides many of the same opportunities for the

pursuit of individual goals as does a group. Further, coLlectivity has

been found to be an effective means of imparting information, influencing

behavioraÌ change and providing support in short-term programs (Bothwell

& Eisenberg, l-986). It afso has been found to be able to provide an

opportunity for the establishment of a mutual aid system (Clarke, 1986).

Collectivity places parents in contact with other parents thus

creating opportunities for social support and increasing the size of their

network. GottLieb (1997 ) wrote on the provision of social support and

emphasized that at times of transition one's own network may not be able

to provide the specific form of social support needed. He advocated the

use of support groups for the provision of sociaL support around such

specific needs i.e., medical issues, transition to parenthood. The

student advocates that collectivity is also an effective vehicle for the

provision of social support. The student further advocates that the

rationale for the groups in health care setting also applies to the use of

collectivity.

Finally, the use of collectivity rather than a group fits with the

student's proposed program for the reasons cited in Norma Lang's (L986

SociaI glork in Smal-I Forms: Identifving Collectivitv. The student's
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reasons for using collectivity include:

l-. Time frame of six sessions is too brief to allow the entity to

become a group.

2. For the most part, the problems that result from the baby,e

early birth and hospitalization are transitory and not a

permanent health issue such as Spina Bifida. In other words,

as the baby grows and develops there is less of a need for

affiliation with other parents who,s infant was preterm.

3. The program had an open membership as it was anticipated that

there woul-d be a high turnover and fluctuating attendance.

This would have led to limited opportunity for a continuity of

experience thaÈ would enable a sense of "groupness" to

develop.

4. !^Ihile the shared experience of having had a premature infant

is a cohesive factor, an entirely homogenous population is

unlikely as the parents are from various social and economic

backgrounds. This could have interfered with a sense of

"groupness. "

5. The parents faced mitigating circumstances such as a sick baby

at home' a lack of child care or transportation and needs of

other family members all of which may prevented parents from

investing meaningful time and effort in aÈtending the program.

LikeIy this would have circumvented the development of

leadership roles among members.

6. The sessions are structured and are l-eader-focused rather than

focused on inÈeraction between participants. This prectuded
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sense of autonomy in the program.

a short-term collectivity as a means of

discharged premature infants has been

following chapter will focus on the
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Pract.icum lifethods, proceduree and Evaruation rnstrumente

The student's practicum took prace under the auspices of the

Department of Social Work at St. Boniface General Hospital in Vlinnipeg

between August 1990 and June 1991. Because the student wished to work

with parents of recently discharged premature infants at both st. Boniface

General Hospitai- and Health Sciences centre, the student contacted the

department heads of neonatology and head nurses of the special care units

(for premature infants) at both hospitals to ask for their cooperation and

support of the program. The student also informed the Head of Social glork

Services for Womens' and Childrens' Hospitals at Health Sciences Centre of

the project before proceeding with including parente of Health Sciences

Centre in the program (refer to Appendix A).

The student's practicum was a short-term six session progran for

parents of recently discharged premature infants. The practicum consisted

of two cycles of the Program. the first cycle ran from September until

December 1990 and will hereafter be referred t,o as Cycle f. The second

cycle ran from February to May 199L and wil] be referred to as Cycle If.

llember Eligibitity

Individuals eJ-igible for the program þrere parents of recently dis-

charged Premature infants from St. Boniface General Hospital and Health

sciences centre in winnipeg. The Èerm "recently discharged,, premature

infants was defined differently in each cycle of the program. This

resulted in a different, member composition for each cycle of the program.

In Cycle I a "recently discharged" premature infant was defined as

an infant six mont,hs corrected age or younger. This definition was used
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because the st.udent wished to achieve a composition of parents all engaged

in adjusting to bringing their premature infant home from hospital. This

resulted in a group of parents with similar needs and issues, but it also

probably contributed to a smaLl turnout of parents. rn cycle r, onry five

parents came out t,o the program.

fn Cycle II a "recently discharged" premature infanÈ was redefined

to include infants up to one year chronologieal age.. This change was

based on feedback from individual-s in Cycle f. The parents pointed out

that limiting participation to those parents whose infants were six months

corrected age or younger was too restricting and not helpful to parents.

They pointed out that most parents feÌt reluctant to take their baby out

to stores, sociaJ- gatherings etc. untit after the infant had been home for

two or three months. The parents also índicated that they would like to

return for Cycle II but they did not think they could do so unless the

parents of order infants coul-d arso be erigible for the program The

studenÈ acted on the suggestions of the parents and this resulted in a

rarger turnout. rn cyele rr, fourteen parents came out to the program.

These parents had a greater variation in the age range of the infants and

in the needs and issues of the parents than in cycle r. This however,

proved to be amendabl-e to the overall functioning of the program.

Recruitment

The recruitmenÈ of eligible persons for the program primarily

invoLved a process of self-selection. Hor,rever, the student used various

means to recruit parents to the program. rn both cycle r and cycle rr,

the primary means of recrüiting parents was by the availability of the
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program. A pamphlet describing the program (see Appendix c) waE made

available to parents of hospitalized and recently discharged premature

infants. Parents coul-d then make their own decision as to whether or not

they were interested in attending the program.

Pamphlets l¡tere on display in the Int.ermediate Care Nursery at St.

Boniface Generel Hospital and at Health Sciences Centre (T-1 Nursery).

The Etudent requested that the nursery nursing staff distribute the

pamphlets to all parents of infants discharged from these nurseries. fn

an attempt to avoid parents feeting that they were singled out for the

program to avoid confusion for staff about to whom to distribute the

pamphret, the student asked that the pamphret be given to all parents

regardless of whether or not they resided in $rinnipeg. Although the

student made this request there r¡ras no means of enforcing this request in

either hospital. In alI tikelihood many eligibJ-e parents did not receive

the pamphlet.

other ways of recruiting parents to the program incLuded

distribution of the pamphlet through hospital nursery social workers,

public health nurses and by the student going into the nurseries to visit

soon-to-be eligibre parents to invite them out to the program. The

student also advertised the program on the Community Access Channel on

teLevision. The use of these methods of recruitment are discussed as

follows:

Hospital Social Workers in both Cycles I and II rórere reguested to

be interestedpass al-ong the pamphlet Èo

in attending the program.

Pub1ic Health Nurses

parents whom they thought might

were asked to pass on the pamphlet to parents
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whom they felt were appropriate for the program. In Cycle f the etudent

distributed program pamphlets to only a limited number of public health

nurses on an ad hoc basis. In Cycle If the student made a systematic

distribution of the program pamphlet to the City and Provincial Offices of

the Public Health Nurses for the City of Viinnipeg (See Appendix B). The

student al-so included an outline of the program objectives for the nurses.

PubIic health nurses continue to have access to parents once the premature

infants are discharged from hospital. They are an important resource in

recruiting parent.s for the program. This resource vras probably under

utilized by t,he student in Cycle f.

Communitv Access Television was contacted in Cycle f to ask that an

advertisement for the program be placed on their roster of community

events. Although the advertisement was placed on the channel, pertinent

information rras }eft out. The student attempted, without success, to

correct this situation. Because of this unsatisfactory experience, the

student did not pursue this means of recruitment in Cycle II.

Direct contact with parents in the nurseries was made late in Cycle

I. Almost all parents who were approached were receptive to hearing about

the program and to having the student "admire" their baby. The length of

meetings between the student and parents varied from 5 to 30 minutes or

longer.

Some parents used this time with the etudent to tal.k about, their

concerns about baby, and a number of parents vol-unteered information about

their personal circumstances. On several occaslons the student suggested

community resources applicable to the parents' situation. The student

also let the parents know that she was not the unit social worker but
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could put them in touch with that social worker if they so desired. on

average' the student made one visit a week to the Intermediate Care

Nursery at St. Boniface General Hospital and to the T-1 Nursery at Health

Sciences Centre. The student continued this form of recruiting in Cycle

II. However, it was suspended temporarily because of the province wide

nureing strike during January, 1991.

The number of parents contacted during these visits is recorded in

Appendix D. The student had contact with some parents on more than one

occasion but only firsÈ time contacts are recorded.

Program Structure

The program "Norrt That Baby's at Home ...." consisted of six sessions

of inter-related topics focusing on adjustment issues generic to parents

who had recently brought their premature baby home from hospital. The

sessions were 1-l hours in length and were held bi-weekly over a three

month time span. This program schedule was chosen to strike a balance

between providing support to parents and encouraging parents to reach out

and develop their own neÈwork of supporÈ. It. was hoped that parents with

Iimited social suPports would choose to seek out support from other

parents between sessions.

For the purpose of the student's rearning and the practicum, the

program was repeat.ed. The first program was held from September untit

December 1990 and wilL be referred to as cycJ-e r of the program. The

program was repeated over February Èo April 1991 and will be referred to

as Cyc]e If.

In both Cycle I and Cycle fI, the meetings were held at ? p.m. on
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Tuesdays. This meeting time was chosen to enable parents employed during

the day to attend or to provide child care (if so required) eo that the

other partner couLd attend the eessions. ft was left up to parents to

decide whether or not to bring the premature baby to the eessions.

Although some parents felt more secure leaving a very new).y discharged

baby at home, the majority of parents brought their infants to the

sessions. This eased the problem of looking for a baby-sitter capable of

caring for a premature baby.

The babies became an important part of the meetings. The babies

vrere an easy and natural btay for parents to connect with each other.

Also, parents received a Lot of validation from each other for their

baby's growth and development and support when their baby was fussy during

a session. The student enjoyed the incl-usion of the babies in the

meetings, even if it sometimes meant that there vras a need to balance the

session agenda with infant crying and the need for diaper changes.

Parents of recent)-y discharged infants are a transitionaÌ

population: therefore the program had an open membership composition.

The needs of these parents are immediate and the open membership

accommodated new members without making them wait for the next cycle.

Also, the open membership meant that members who discontinued attendance

could be replaced by new parent,s and this enabled the program to continue

despite some fluctuation in the attendance. The open membership also

enabled parents to participate at the leveI to which the felt comfortabÌe.

Because of the many demands and responsibilities on new parents it

is difficult for them to get out of the house for almost any reason.

Therefore, the student felt that it was important to make'parents feeL
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welcome whether they choose to attend one sessiòn or the entire program.

The program was completely voluntary and based on self-selection. A core

of members did develop and this helped to add some continuity in the

Program.

there r¡rere some disadvantages to an open col]ective membership such

as loss of cohesion because of a changing composition of members. The

open membership also likely arrested the formation of a fulty developed

group. Nevertheless, the advantages of open membership out,weighed the

disadvantages.

Deecription of the Setting

The "Now That Baby's at Home ..." program was herd in the Nursing

Education Building at St. Boniface General Hospital. The location was

easiry identifiabte and centrally rocated in !,Iinnipeg. parking was

available on the street or in hospital lots. The group met in a room

called the front parlour. It was an attractive spacious room comfortably

furnished with sofas, upholstered armless chairs, coffee tables and

several over-sized long wooden tables. Washrooms, telephones and a night

receptionist were in close proximity of the meeting room.

The student guickLy found out that a large space was needed as

parents arrived loaded down with babies, car seats, diaper bags, coats

etc. There were times when several babies were fussy and crying at the

same time. The size of the room seemed to help absorb Èhis noise. This

reduced the interference of fussy babies during meetings whereas a small

meeting room likety would have magnified the noise lever. The main

meeting area was a circle of chairs and the large room allowed parents to
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leave the circle to attend to baby and yet to remain at least, partially

connected to the group.

In Cycle f the student had a coffee table in the centre of the

chairs and this seemed satisfactory. Mid-way through CycIe II the babies

were grovring and couLd no longer be easily accommodated on parents, laps.

The student decided to remove the coffee table and replace it with

blankets and toys to create a play area for the babies. The student was

surprised to find that the coffee table had been Iike a structured barrier

in the group. The central play area made it easier for parents to have

causal and informal contact with each other while attending to their

babies. Also, this arrangement was much easier for parents to attend to

active babies during a meeting. The student would recommend that other

practitioners working with similar populations consider including a play

area for infants as a focaÌ point in the physical setting.

Leadership/Role of the Collectivity Leader

The student as collectivity (group) leader played a central role in

the program. In the sessions, tasks related to the planning, structuring

and facilitation remained the responsibility of the student. This heavy

reliance on leadership was seen as necessary to the program given the

characteristics of the population. Parents of premature infants are

besieged by the care of their infants and there is little available time

to take on the tasks of leading a group. Furt.hermore, the short duration

of the Program and Èhe transitional issues of this population allowed

littte time for a leadership role to emerge among the members.

During the program the student was the sole leader. The student did
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have guest speakers in for Èwo sessions in both Cyc1e I and Cycle II to

address a specific educational topics, i.e. infant development, infant

feeding. However, the epeakers did not serve as co-leaders. Co-

leaderehip might be desirable if meetings averaged eight or more members,

but as most meetings averaged six or fewer participants co-leadership

would have resulted in leader-heavy sessions.

The student, as collectivity Ìeader, filted several roles in the

program. Aside from the primary task of facilitator, this role included

providing information, support, continuity and brokerage service to

members where appropriate. Information was provided in a session by the

student organizing a short presentation on a selected topic and then

facilitating the ensuing discussion on the topic. Support was provided to

members by validating their concerns, experiences and allowing time for an

open-topic discussion for parents to voice any other concerns of relevance

to them that week. The leader facilitated these discussions and attempted

to find some commonalities between an individual member'e concerns and

that of the Ìarger group. Providing links between members and betvreen the

topics presented served to provide continuity in the sessions. The

student filled the role of providing brokerage service both inside and

outside of sessions with mem-bers. Some members seemed more comfortable

disclosing emotionally laden issues (i.e. family alcoholism), outside of

the collectivity and the student attended to these concerns on an

individual- basis. The student directed mem.bers to a variety of community

resources throughout the program.
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Size of the Coltectivity

The eize of the collectivity varied in each cycle of the þrogram.

In Cyc1e I attendance was low. The average eLze of attendance was three

perSons per session. In Cycle II attendance increased considerably. The

average number of persons in attendance was six. There was, however, a

variation in members in attendance. Sessions I, 2 and 5 had four members

present' while session four had six members and session three and six had

ten and eleven participants respectively.

. Because most parents attended with their baby and the babies brought

their own needs to the group, i.e., feeding, diaper changes, soothing,

etc. some attention away form the collectivity process was often required.

On the odd occasion, infant crying was sufficiently loud enough to make it

difficult to continue with the session agenda. consequently the combined

needs of the babies seemed to be eguivalent to that of one or two extra

collectivity members. The student found that when more than six parents

and babies u¡ere in attendance that the ]evel of personal sharing was

reduced and that it was difficul-t for a single leader to attend to the

needs of each member in a singJ-e meeting.

The student had anticipated that an average of five parents would

attend a session. The optimum size of a meeting was estimated at eight

parents. After having completed the program though, the student would

place the optimum collectivity aize at six rather than the proposed eight

per session.

Collectivity Content

Program Agenda

The program agenda r^ras designed to assist parents during the
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adjustment period following the diecharge of a premature infant from

hospital. The student compited topics of concern identified in the

literature as generic to this population group. The student then

deveJ-oped a session around each of these topics and linked thege topics

together under the theme of adjusting to caring for one'e premature baby

at home. Please refer to Appendix S for a detailed outline of the topics

chosen for cycle r and cycle rr respectivery and to Àppendix R for an

outline of the format for individual eeseions.

The session topics remained the same for each cycle except for

session Three and session six. rn cycle r, session Three focused on

"Brothers, sisters and the Premature Baby and community Resources.,'

rn cycre rr, session Three was changed to "!{hat Do r Feed My Baby?"

This change vtas based on feedback from parents and the students own

observations that parents were onJ.y mildly interested in learning more

about the sibling adjustment. AIso, it seemed more relevant to discuss

community resources when it is applicable to the parents concerns rather

than as a set topic during one of the sessions. The session on infant

feeding was found to be very relevant to the parents' concerns and the

student would continue to include it as a regular session topic.

In both Cycle I and CycIe f I, Session Six !.ras titled "parents

Choice. " This session invit,ed input from parents in choosing the focus of

the session. In Cycle I the parents choose to invite the assistant head

nurse (Joyce Olenick) of Intermediate Care Nursery, St. Boniface General

Hospital Èo speak about the partnership between parents and medicat staff

in caring for hospitalized infants. In Cycle fI, several- parents wanted

to learn Infant Cardiac Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) during the final
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6ession. A second suggestion r.ras to have a meeting focused on Infant

Firet Aid. As instruction on either of these topics was far beyond the

time allotted or the scope of a closing session, the leader felt that

these requests could not be honoured. Instead, this eession focused on

"Infant Safety in the Home.' In retrospect, this eession could have been

better utilized to help parents with termination and to identify their own

sources of coping and support outside of the group.

Approach to lÍork in the Collectivity

The student used a structured approach to the work in the collec-

tiviÈy. This was necessary because a coLlectivity does not have enough

autonomy to formulate and work toward accomp)-ishment of its goals and

because of the time-limitation in the program (Lang, 1986). Some

structure was therefore necessary to accomplish the goals of the sessions.

One of the ways that the program was structured was by the use of a

detailed program pamphlet. The pamphlet could help orientate parents to

the program as weII as to the topic and issues that would be addressed in

each session. AIso, at the start of each session the student set out the

agenda. Again, because of time limitations, the student set the topics

rather than allowing these to emerge from the participants. Although

topics were pÌanned, content and sharing emerged spontaneously from the

process. The structure provided some boundaries and a climate that

enabled members to share concerns despite having been in the program for

only a brief time. The student noted that it was in the sessions with

looser gtructure that personal eharing eeemed to be more Iimited.

Toseland and Rivas (1984) noted that support groups for parents rrrere
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more successful if the worker took an active rol-e in the sessions. They

suggested that the worker facilitate the parents sharing of mutual

concerns and ways of coping, but at the same time that the worker curtail

diecussion not related to parenting. The structure contributed to the

formation of a mutual Bupport network among the parents.

Interventione

The student used a group (collectivity) intervention to accomplish

the goals of the program. The collectivity served to normalize the

experiences of the parents, to reduce isolation, to offer role modelling

for this stage of parenting and to offer more than one source of helping

and support. Within the coÌÌectivity the student used two broad

categories of intervention. These categories could be classified as the

provision of information and the provision of support.

Under the intervention of providing information, the student used a

number of formats such as specific-topic sessions, short presentaLions,

guest speakers, video, informational hand-outs and sharing of information

between participants. The speeific-topic sessions provided information on

both concrete topics such as infant development, feeding and on less

tangible, but more personal, topics such as on moraLe (coping) and

relationships. During the short presentations by the student and guest

speakersr pârents received information in both a didactic and a question

and answer format. In CycLe II a short video, Infant Crvinq, was shown as

a means to instruct parents on causes of and means to sooth infant crying.

Following the provision of these structured forms of information

there would be a discussion about the materiaL by the parents. These
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discussions would yield further information as parents would often eeek

advice from each other. The student, as collectivity leader, found these

discussions very usefuÌ and practical as a means to support members,

adaptation to their circumstances of to correct any distort,ed perceptions

about premature babiee.

Take-home handouts for parents were an important part of the infor-

mational component in the program. rn an effort to reinforce the

information that was provided during a session, the etudent usually

provided parents with handout information on the selected topic for the

session. Feedback from the members indicated that the handouts hrere ap-

preciated. Some members used the handouts as a source of discussion with

sPouses who did not attend sessions or to help inform Epouses and

relatives about the various issues of infant prematurity and parenting a

young baby. fn essence, the handouts made it possible for non-attending

partners of members to benefit from the program. The handouts also helped

to keep absent members current with the colJ-ectivity as they would

frequentry ask the student to maiL the handout materiar to them.

In terms of the second category of interventions as members found

support in each others' company within th'å correctivity, the student

attempted to help members make connections with each other outside of the

collectivity. For this purpose a telephone sheet was circulated in the

fourth session. The telephone sheet included times when parents felt it

would be the best for them to receive a call from another parent. In

order to maximize the benefits of a telephone sheet in future, the student

suggests that it would be circulated earlier in the program. In the final-

session of Cycle ff the student took several group pictures of the parents
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parents appreciated the pictures. The student

would serve as a reminder of the support and

experienced in the program.

Evaluation Hethods

The student focused assessment and evaluation efforts on three

primary areas: 1) the program members; 2l the program itselfi and 3)

group leadership skills and the student,s learning.

Data was colLected from consentlng parents at the time of their

first attendance to the program and at the concLusion of each cycle of the

program. The student had also planned an ongoing evaluation of members by

the use of a Client Self-Rating Scale. The data colLection tooLs were

developed by the student for the purpose of the practicum. A minority of

parents - five out of fifteen pafents - who came out to the program did

not give their consent to participate in the assessment and evaluation.

The forrowing eorrection tools were used to gather evaruation data:

Pre-Group Data Collection Sheet,

This is a short pencil and paper survey that was given to consenting

parents at the time of their first attendance to the program. The

DaÈa Collection Sheet asked parents to give some demographic data

about themselves as wel"I as to recal-I the level of stress that they

thought they experienced during the first week after their baby was

born and the first week after their baby was discharged home from

hospital. The purpose of this instrument was to gain a profile of

the parents coming out to the program. Please refer to Appendix G
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for a copy of this instrument.

CIient Self-Ratinq Scale

This scare asked parents to participate in their learning by setting

a personar goar for each session. An example of a goal might have

been to meet other parents or to have asked for some Euggestions

about ways t,o help baby sleep through the night. The crient should

have been able to meet the goal within the course of the session.

At the end of the session, participants were asked to note how crose

they came to meeting their goal. This pre-post session measure

wourd glean how heLpful participants fert a session was to their in-

dividuaL concerns. The measure arso encouraged members to take

responsibitity for their own learning. please refer to Appendix J

for a copy of this scal-e.

Pre- and Post Program Client Ouestionnaire

This guestionnaire asked parents for their own perceptions about

their competency in the care of their baby, about the stress they

experienced related to baby care, about the help they had received

rerated to baby and about their sat.isfaction with famiry l-ife and

their own life. The parents were asked to answer most questions on

a scale of l- to 4 or 1 to 5.

This questionnaire v¡as developed for the purpose of the

program and it had not been standardized nor tested for reliability

or validity. However, the student felt that it would reflect any

major changes in the above noted areas. The pre-program question-

naire was administered by pencil and paper at the time of a parent,s

first attendance to a session. The post-program guestionnaire was

c.
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done one month after the completion of the program cycle. The post-

program questionnaire was administered over the telephone by the

student in order to ensure collection of the data. The etudent was

concerned that if the questionnaire were mailed, most parentE would

fail to complete and/or return the data.

Simple Observation

Although it was not an objective measure, the student planned to

observe whether or not participants appeared to have benefitted from

attending the program. The student relied on contact with par-

ticipants both inside and outside of sessions to draw these

conclusions. the student recorded the number of clients who had

been provided with brokerage service during the program (please

refer to Appendix Q).

The student wished to obtain feedback about the program from the

participants and to observe the program for its effectiveness as a means

of working with a group of voluntary parents after their premature infants

have been discharged from hospital
ry

CIient Satisfaction and Feedback Sheets

Participants were asked to complete these sheets at the conclusion

of each seesion. These sheets asked participants to rate on a scale

of L to 6 t,he relevance of the session's topic to their concerns as

well as to mark off whether or not they learned anything new and

whether or not they vrere left with a feeling of support from

attending the session. The Feedback Sheets also asked open-ended

questions of the participant,s. Please refer to Appendix K for a

copy of the Feedback Sheets.

a.
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The Feedback Sheets were useful as they provided im¡nediate

feedback from the participants. The information obtained helped in

the planning of the ongoing sessions.

Post-Proqram Interview

À semi-etructured interview was completed by telephone approximately

one month afÈer the end of each cycle of the program. The etudent

felt that the time delay would serve to aLlow participants enough

distance from the program to speak more candidly about their impres-

sions. It was completed in conjunction with the Post-Program Client

Questionnaire and was only completed with those participants who

gave their'consent for the follow-up interview.

In this semi-structured interview the student asked parents a series

of questions about their perceptions of the program. These

questions included data about the four goals of, the program

(providing information, support, feeling of increased competeney and

brokerage service) and whether or not parents felt that their

attendance at the sessions had been a worthwhile experience. In

addition, the student asked open-ended questions such as asking

parents for suggestions and comments about the program. Parents

q¡ere also asked whether or not they continued to Ídentify their

infant's prematurity as a primary consideration in the care of their

baby. (See Question 1, 2, and 7 in Appendix O). Please refer to

Appendix N for an outl-ine of the Post-Program Interview.

The strengths of this tool were the flexibility in its ad-

ministration and a greater specificity with regard to an operational

understanding of the participants' situation. Because the student
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wished to increase her understanding about the needs of the targeted

population group this was an advantageous means of collecting data.

A weakness of the post-program interview was that the feedback

from the part,icipants about the accomplishment of the program goals

was not objective as it wae based on their own perceptions. The

participants may have received benefits that they did not perceive.

Also, their reports may have been coloured by social desirability.

In other words, they may have felt uncomfortable about giving the

student negative feedback about the program. LastIy, although the

post-program interview gave further data about participants it could

not be ascertained if the program contributed to the change in the

participants' functioning or if the change was due to other factors

i.e., behaviour of baby, leve] of support from ones'network, etc.

Process Recordings

The student's process recordings contained: the eession topic, the

date, attendance, purpose of the session, what happened in the

session and analysis of the session. The student completed a

process recording after each session and after viewing the eession

videotape (when available). The studenÈ's process recording

provided an ongoing record of what happened in the sessions.

Review of the Session Videotapes bv the Practicum Chairperson

Three sessions in Cycle f and five sessions in Cycle II of the

program were videotaped. The sessions r4rere taped with the group

members' ar.rareness and consent. Difficulty with the video equipment

prevented the student from taping all of the sessions. The

d.
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student's practicum chairperson revier.red the tapes and provided

critical feedback on the group process.

Corey and Corey (1977 ) ascertain that group leadership ekills could

be learned and constantly improved. A primary objective of the practicum

was for the student to develop knowledge and skiÌLs in facilitating a

colLectivity (group work).

a. Modified Group Leadership Skills Ratinq Sca1e

Corey and Corey (1977) developed a scale that asks group leaders to

rate themselves on a scale of one to seven with regard to one,s

ability to carry out each of the 15 ski]Is identified as important

in providing effective group leadership. The student modified the

scal-e to include 10 of the 15 skills identified by Corey and Corey.

In addition, the scale was modified to adapted to the student's

novice level of group work and to fit with the characteristics of

collectivity.

The student completed the Modified croup Leadership Skills

Rating Scale after each group session., By completing the scale,

the student had a means of identifying which skills were being

performed satisfactory and which skills needed improvement. This

also provided the student wlth a record of which skilts improved

over time.

Review of the Session Videotapes bv the Practicum Chairperson

The practicum chairperson reviewed Èhe videotapes and provided

ongoing feedback as to the student's Leadership in the collectivity.

This included identification of which skills were performed weÌ1 and

which skiLls required improvement. The practicum chairperson

b.
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provided direction and suggestions about the student, s role in the

collectivity.

Sumary

This chapter has covered the planning stage and outlined the

structure of the program as weLl as listed and discussed the evaluation

methods.
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CIIAPTER FOT'R

PRÀCTICI'I{ RESI'LTS
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Practicum Reeulte

In this chaPter the student will report on the evaluation of the

data collection and intervention strategies. This will be covered in the

following three sub-sections: 1) results related to individuals; 2')

results related to the program; and 3) reeults related to the student'e

personal learning.

Regults Related to Individuals

In Cycle I and Cycle II a total of l-5 parents and four friends of

Parents came out to the program. Cycle I had a smal-l attendance of five

parents (4 mothers and 1 father). Cycle II had a larger attendance of 14

parents (9 mother and 5 dads) and four friends of parents. In Cycle II

four of the mothers and one of the fathers had also attended in Cycle I.

Of the 15 parents attending, 10 parent.s (9 mothers and 1, dad) agreed to

provide demographic information about themselves and to participate in a

Pre- and Post Program CIient Questionnaire. In this section the student

will report on the resuLts of the measures used to collect data and

measure change among the ten research subjects.

Examples of Àctual Parenta

For the purpose of providing a sense of the type of parent who came

out to the program, profiles of four parents (two of the parents are a

married couple and are included in one profile) are given. These parents

represent variations among the parents in the program. The profiles

chosen are: 1) Alice and Barry, who are parents of twin girls and are

representative of one of the three coupLes who attended; 2) Car1a, a first
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time mother and regular group attender who came out the first week that

her baby was home; and 3) Lisa, a first-time mother who attended without

her husband and came out to both Cycle f and Cycle II. Profiles of eix

other research subjects are included in Appendix P. Please note that the

names used in the practicum report are not the actual names of the

research eubjects.

1) Barrv and A1ice are a married couple and parents of five month

old twin girls who had been born two months premature. Alice was a first-

time parent and Barry had a child from a previous union. Barry and A1ice

are university educated and in their early 30's and late 20's respectivel-

y. Barry is employed outside of the home and Alice is currently home

fulL-time with the babies.

Alice had a difficult delivery and was guite iI1 when the twins were

first born. In the collective, Barry shared that the weeks following the

birth of the twins were the most st-ressfr¡l of his life.

Life for Barry and Àlice has remained stressful. one of the twins

has been colicky since they coming home from the hospital. Although these

very capable parents seldom complained about their situation it was

obvious that it was very t,axing. The couple had a part-time homemaker

come in three times a week to help Alice with the twins. Barry's parents

vrere also available to help with child carei however, the couple

preferred not to use their help on a regular basis as it came with too

much "well-meaning advice. "

There r^¡as evidence that Alice was probabry experiencing a post

partum depression. In Session Five Alice asked the student about post

Partum depression but was very reluctant to discuss her own situation.
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she accepted the student's offer to call her the next day with phone

numbers of community agencies speciaJ.izing in post partum depression

services. Over the phone AIice admitted to feeling very low. The etudent

offered to meet with her on a one-to-one basis to diecusg this matter

further but ehe declined saying that she preferred to etay anonymous on

the issue. ÀIice's Pre- and Post C1ient questionnaire mean score fetl 6

points. This would support the student's observations and ÀIice's own

admission that she was going through a very difficuLt time.

Barry also appeared to be taxed by caring for premature twins;

however, he appeared to be managing better than ALice. Barry,s pre- and

Post program mean scores remained relatively unchanged (+1.). Barry joked

that he used going to work as a means to take a break away from the twins.

Barry was artículate and open with the other group members. other members

could readily identify with him when he confessed that he sometimes went

down to the basement to scream to let out pent-up frustrations. Barry was

empatheÈic to other members, especialty with the other fathers who came

out to the program. When other parents or coupl-es expressed that they

were experiencing conflict around differing styles of caring for baby,

Barry wouLd sympathize. Barry would say that he and Alice experienced

this as well even though they had a very good marriage.

Barry appeared concerned about Àlice,s low spirits. He seemed to

try to get Alice to verbalize her feelings but at the same time he was

respectful to her and would not push Alice to ehare more than 6he was

willing to so about this matter. The couple interacted easil-y with each

other and had a definite show of support to each other in the meetings.

It is hoped that the strength of their relationship would help to buffer
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Eome of the stresses from carinq for the twins.

2l Carla attended the program after her daughter, Àngela, had

been home from hospitaL for only three days. This waË a first child and

an unplanned pregnancy for Carla and her husband Ernie. The couple are in

their early forties. Carla attended four sessions and her husband was

present with her for two of those eegsions. Carla and Ernie live in a

smaLl community outside of Vtinnipeg. Carla had several pre-session

contacts with the student. It Ì¡ras clear that Carla vras anxious and

required a great deal of reassurance. CarLa benefitted from the content

of the program but especially benefited from contact with the mothers of

older premature infants.

A couple of the mothers readily gave Carla Èheir home phone numbers

and an invitation to caII them at anytime. By the end of the program

Carla presented as much more at ease with her baby. During the program

evaluation Carla expressed that she thought that the program had been a

very positive experience because she met other mothers who provided her

with a lot of information about caring for Angela at home.

During the time of her at,tendance in the program, Carla was dealing

with more than adjusting to caring for her premature infant. Carla had

"carpal tunnel syndrome" and this restricted her use of her hands. Carla

had hired a private duty nurse to help her when the baby first came home

from hospital. She then used the services of a part-time homemaker unti]

about the end of the program. At the time of the program evaluation Carla

was caring for Angela without the assistance of these services. Carla had

reported that she had no assistance from her extended family but that she

had a network of friends who gave her a lot of emotional and tangible
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support.

Carla was also dealing with a difficult marital situation. !{hen

Ernie attended eessions with Carla it was obvious the couple was

experiencing tension around differences in their parenting and care of the

baby. Ernie tended to have a difficult time following the content,.

however, he liked to participate in the sessions. Unfortunately his

participation, at times, had a disruptive effect.

Outside of the collective Carla confided that her husband had a

serious alcohol problem. Carla seemed to be carefully considering how

Ernie's alcoholism would affect the upbringing of their daughter. The

student strongJ-y encouraged CarLa to seek professional counselling around

this issue and to re-new her involvement in AIAnon.

Carla's Pre- and Post Program questionnaire scores showed an overall

increase of +3. For Carla the information and social support received

through the program very likely led to feelings of increased competency

and served to buffer the stress of dealing with her baby's prematurity, an

unhappy marital- situation and her disappointment about the lack of hetp

from her relatives.

3) Lisa attended both Cycle I and Cycle II of the program. Lisa

is married, in her early 30's and has chosen to stay at home with her eon.

Lisa has a history of both a miscarriage and a stillbirth. Her son,

Bobby, was born at 30 weeks gestation and went home after t$ro months in

hospital.

Lisa first attended the program when her son Bobby was six months

old. She atÈended the program with a friend, although her husband did come

to the last meeting of Cycle fI. Lisa indicated that she came out to the
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program for information about the normal behaviour for a premature baby.

Lisa seemed to struggle to deal with off-handed comments made by Eome

relatives and friends about her baby's size and deveLopment. Although her

baby's behaviour r.¡as delayed for his chronological age it was appropriate

for his corrected age. Lisa used the collective in Cycle I to discharge

some hurt feelings about these remarks and about the lack of help and

support from relatives.

Lisa also used the collective to share her feelings of sadness about

her earlier pregnancy losses. Lisa found support and understanding for

these feelings as other parents also had experiences with pregnancy

losses. At times it seemed as if Lisa's son Bobby was like a trigger for

memories and feeJ-ings about the stillbirth of her first child. Lisa's

references to her pregnancy losses diminished as she continued on in the

program.

It was the student's impression that the information aspect of the

program did not seem as important for Lisa as the support component. Lisa

appeared to have a real need to talk and to connect with other parents in

the program. Lisa really seemed to enjoy the sessions thaÈ included an

exchange of personal feelings and experiences among parents. Lisa

participated easily with the other parents in both cycles of the program.

In Cycle II the student noticed that Lisa was looking happier and

seemed much more attentive to her personal appearance. She also began to

take some greater personal risks such as sharing her unhappiness about

receiving almost no help from her husband with baby care or chores. ft is

very likeJ-y that the collective had become a significant part of Lisa's

support system and had assisted her expression and refease of unresolved
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feelings around her baby's early birth. Lisa had a relatively high Ecore

on the pre-program guestionnaire and gained three points on her post-

program questionnaire. Over the course of the program Lisa appeared to

have made a succesaful adjustment t,o parenthood.

The composition of parents who came out to the program contained

several eurpriees. Firet of atl, there was only one single parent who

came out to program. The student would have hypothesised that eingle

parents had additional issues that placed them in greater need of support

and therefore they would have come out to the program in greater numbers.

In retrospectr iÈ may have been that the program pamphlets appeared to be

directed toward couples and this may have deterred single parents. In

future, the student would clearly indicate in the pamphlet that both

single parents and couples are invited to attend the program.

the student was somewhat surprised by the rather high incident of

miscarriages (40t) among the mothers attending the group. The student can

onry specurate that these neonatal rosses folrowed by caring for a

premature baby ]eft these mothers with a feeling of heightened vu1-

nerability. Also, the presence of the new baby may have inadvertently

been a reminder to the mothers of the loss of theÍr unborn children. In

Cycl-e I discussion of the miscarriages was a regular theme among those

parents in attendance. The telling of their experiences may have helped

to unburden the parents and to leave them in a better position to attend

to their new baby.

The student had a rat,her conventional group of parents in aÈten-

dance. The detailed information given in the pamphlet probably directed it

away from younger, Iess formally educated parents of premature babies.
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Also, as many of the parent groups in the community are directed toward

young parents with limited life skills, more mature and skilled parents

who were interested in finding a group may have been attracted to the

"Now That Baby's At Home format. As mentioned earlier, Appendix P

contains the profiles of six other parents who had agreed to participate

in the program evaluation.

Individual Evaluation Results

In this section of the report the student wi]l comment on the

useability of the data coll-ection methods before going on to discuss the

findings of these methods. As stated in the previous chapter the methods

of assessment the student planned to use were:

a. a Pre-group Data ColLection Sheeti

b. A parent Self-Rating Scale;

c. Pre- and Post CLient Questionnaires; and

d. Simple Observation.

Pre-Group Data Collection Sheet. The Pre-croup Data Collection Sheet was

found to be a useful instrument to gain information about characteristics

of the parents who came out to the program. The parents did not seem to

have any difficulty completing thie form except for the parents of twins.

Parents of twins found some confusion about responding to some of the

questions as the forms were designed for parents with single births. The

student suggests that a separate eet of forms be devel-oped for parents of

multiple births. OnIy one of the five fathers who came out to the program

completed this form. Most of the fathers declined to fill out the form,

indicating that they did not feel that it q¡as necessary as their wives had
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already completed it. Perhaps one means to encourage the fathers to

participate in future research would be to designate separate forms for

mothers and fathers. PÌease refer to Appendix G for the raw data obtained

by the use of this instrument.

Client Self-Ratinq Scale. The uge of the parent eelf-rating scale in

theory might have been a good idea. However in the first eession it was

readily apparent to the etudent that thie ecale was too formal and that it

did not fit with the'flow'of the sessions. The student therefore did

not ask parents to complete this scale.

Parents really seemed to appreciate the informal relaxed style of

the meetings. ft was the student's impression that the parents would have

felt awkward and put on the spot to if they had to write down a goal for

the session and then later rate themselves on the accomplishment of

achieving this goaÌ. A parent self-rating scale would probabty be more

suitable to a task or therapy group rather than to this form of a parent

group. AÌso, it would have been too difficult mechanically to administer

this form to parents each week as there was really no writing space and

most parents had a baby in their arms for a good portion of each eession.

At best, at the introduction of the sessions the student asked parents

what they hoped to get out of a session.

Pre- and Post Proqram crient ouestionnaire was simple and easy to

administer. Although it vras not a rigorous means of testing for change in

the parent group' it appeared appropriate for this demonstration program.

One caution about interpreting the results of this tooÌ is that one cannot

necessarily attribute parent change to the program. This tool cannot

ecreen out influences on the parent from sources outside of the group.
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Another caution around this tool- is that the progress or regression of one

parenÈ may be lost within the average of all the parent ecores. Please

refer to Appendix I for the raw data from these questionnaires.

Ànalysis of the Individual parent Result.e

Progress of the Individual parents as a Group. Progress of the in-

dividual parents as a group tr¡as based on the Pre- Post Program Client

Questionnaire. The pre-program mean score for the group was 30 and the

post-program mean score for the group was 31.4. (Please refer to Table

One for the fndividual Mean Scores). This Table shows that for the group

as a whole there was little change or progress over the time span of the

program. Visual examination of the mean scores shows that each of the

three parents of twins were significantly below Èhe mean scores on both

the pre- and post testing. Vùhen the scores of the parent,s of twins are

eliminated, the pre-program mean is 32 and the post-program mean is 35.

This shows that for the others there was a modest improvement in personal

circumstances over the time 6pan of the program. From the mean scores one

can safely speculate that for the parents of Èwins this remained a

difficult time in their lives and that their challenges r^rere beyond those

of parents of a single birth.



PR.E- ÀND POSÎ PROGRAT,Í CLIBT{:[ QITESTIONNÀIRE

II{DIVIDUÀL OVERALI, SSORES

Pre-Test Post-leet Change of
AlÍ¿e0 26 20 -6
CarIa 2A 31 +3

Barryt 23 24 +1

Lizzy 32 32 o

UarlzO 24 26 +2

Rita 33 32 -1
1ârfimy 29 31 +2

JudY* 39 42 +3

Natalie* 31 3'l +6

Lisa* 35 39 +4

Èlean Score for
all Par-
ticipants

30. o 3L-4
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

+I.4

Itlean Score
excluding
parente of
twins

32.4 34-8 = 35 ¡
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

+2-4

Legend O - pare
* = pêt€Dt

nt ie the parent of twins
attended two C¡zcles of the Program
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Table One

If the Pre- and Post Program mean score for each of the quest,ions is

reviewed, there are three questions with a difference of more than 0.5 in

the Pre- and Post Program mean score among the muLtiple choice questions.

Please refer to Appendix H for the Questionnaire and to Appendix I for the

raw data from the questionnaires. Question #5 had a decline of -0.8.

Question #5 deals with the participanÈ's perception of understanding that

they receive from persons close to them. Question #7 shows an increase of
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+0.6 indicating that the part,icipants had an increase in self-perceived

knowl-edge of baby care. Question #9 shows a decrease of -0.6 in

participants perception of their family life.

Change in the Pre- and Post Program mean scores of the other

questions was ]ess than 0.5 and was not considered significant. There

erere tr.to yes/no or arbitrary questLons #2 and #11. Question #Il ehowed an

increase of more than 5 points. This increase was considered significant.

ft indicated that overall participants had more contact with others e.g,

other parents after the program than they did prior to the prograa.

Progress of Individual Cliente

The Pre- and Post Program Client Questionnaire showed a clinical

variation in the parent mean scores (Table One) and as well as in the

scoring of the individual questions. If a variation of 13 is arbitrarily

chosen as showing a significant change between the pre-program and post-

program mean scores, then six parents showed a significant positive change

in their life circumstances. The student considers a change of t3 as

significant as it indicates that the parent would have had to answer

differently on approximately six out of eleven quest.ions to achieve this

Ievel of change in the outcome score. A notable increase in scores r,ras

found in four clients: Carla *3, Judy +3, Natalie +6, and Lisa +4.

The changes in Carla's responses to individual questions with the

Pre- and Post Questionnaire is most interesting (Appendix I). One wiII

note that she reported a significant decrease in supportive understanding

from people close to her and in her satisfaction with her personaJ. and

family life. But Carla reported significant improvement in her daily
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copj-ng vrith baby care. Carla also showed an increase in contact with

other parents of premature infants outeide of the group. For Carla iesues

directly related to baby care improved eignificantly and outweighed

problematic issues she was facing in other areas of her life (as she had

confided to the student). (Please refer to carla's profile included in

the earlier Êection of Results Related to Individuals).

For Judyr Natalie and Lisa the areas of change were more eubtle but

reflected an overalÌ positive change in their personal situations. Judy

had the highest pre- and post mean scores. Natalie's increase by 6 points

in her Pre- and Post Program mean Ecores was the greatest individual

parent change in the program. A review of Natalie's scores shov, the mosÈ

significant area of improvement came from a reduction of stress related to

baby care and an increase in her perception of her own coping with baby

care. Lisa's score increased by +4 points and reflects an overall

progress except for a decline in the area of practical help and

understanding from persons close to her.

Alice had a significant decrease in her mean scores from 26 on the

pre-program to 20 on the post,-program score. Anne's scores shovred an

increase in her self-perceived knowledge about caring for baby but also an

increase in the stress of caring for babies and a decrease in day-to-day

coping with baby care. For AIice there was a further drop in her

satisfaction with her personal life and her famiJ-y life. At the time of

the follow-up program eval-uation, Alice confided that one of the twins had

remained colicky and that this had become increasingly more difficult to

cope with over time.

Difficulties related to baby care appeared to have had a negative
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influence on other areas in Alf¿e's life. Alice appeared to recognize this

effect. She had recently followed up on an earl-ier euggestion of the

student to phone the Post-Partum Stress Counselling Service in an attempt

to gain more help with her situation.

All of the parents of twins had means acores significantly below

those of the other parents. Alee'e husband, Barry's score wae 23 at the

pre-program and 24 and the post-program guestionnaire. It could be that

Barry's time avray at his job helped to buffer him from the day-to-day

difficulties that his 'stay-at-home-wife' faced. Mary, the other parent

of twins, had scores that were six and five points below the group mean

scores at the pre-program and post-program level. Their mean scores

reflect what Barry had so succinctly said in his post-program interview,

"Having twins is a double responsibility and having premaÈurity and twins

is even more responsibiJ-ity. "

Five parents showed a minimal change in their pre- and post mean

scores. They were: Barry +1, Lizzy O, Mary +2, Rita -1, and Tammy +2.

AIl of these parents had attended only one cycle of the program and three

or fewer sessions. Judy, Natalie and Lisa were three out of the four

parents who showed significant improvement in their scores and had

attended two cycles of the program. The remaining client, CarIa, attended

four sessions in Cycle II. This would suggest that the more time a parent

spent in the program the more benefits the parent derived.

Overall, the resuLts show some improvement over time and this might

suggest that for the most part that a baby's prematurity is a transitionaL

conditional. Conseguently as the baby's prematurity is "outgrown" there

is a gradual but steady improvement in the parents' circumstances. Except,
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however, for the parents of twins.

Resultg Related to the Proqram

In thie section of the paper the student will present the results

related to the program.

Client Satiefaction and Feedback Sheet

In Cycle I there were L3 feedback sheets completed and there were 14

feedback sheets turned in for Cycle II. PÌease refer to Appendix K for a

copy of the Client Satisfaction and Feedback Sheet. Most of the sheets

were only partially answered. The majority of parents compJ.eted iLem #2

which asked them to rate Èhe relevance of the session topic to their

current concerns. This !^ras on a L to 6 scale with l being most relevant

and 6 being the least relevant. Pl-ease refer to the Table Two below for

the results. of the 27 sheets returned, 19 sheets had checked #1; thus it

can be safely assumed that in most incidences parents were satisfied with

session topics and that the program was meeting the goal to provide

information to the parents.

Another item asked parents what they liked best about a session.

Their responses in order of greatest frequency vrere: contact and sharing

with other parents of premature infants, the information presented and the

informality of the sessions. Item #5 asked parents if meeting with the

group leader and the other parents left them with a

feeling of support. Of the 25 sheets that had this question answered, all

responses were marked yes. On remaining items, responses indicated that

members found the meeting time and location to be convenient and the
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objective of providing support to parente was met.

Table Two

Poet-Program Interview

The interview asked for parents' perceptions about t,he program and

about their infant. Please see Appendix O for the Raw Data and Table

Three below for the sununary of responses. Questions 1 and 2 asked parents

if at the time of discharge and then at present whether or not they felt

their babies required more care and responsibility and care than that of

a full-term infant. At the time of discharge, 9 of 10 parents felt that

their babies required more care. This is in direct contrast to the

parents' response at the completion of the program when only 1 of 10

parents felt that their baby required more care than a full-term infant.

Also, at the end of the program half of the parents felt that. they could

satisfactorily discuss their parenting concerns with parents of full-term

infants.

Question #3 pertained to the goaLs of the program and directly asked

parents about information, support, competency and brokerage gained

through the program. Member's responses indicated that the program goals

were clearLy accomplished. The participants unanimously reported that they

CLIENT RÀTTNG OF SESSION TOPICS

Relevance of
Seseion Topic

llost Relevant Somewhat
Relevant

Not Relevant

1 2 3 4 5 6

Res¡rcnsee of
Participants

19 1 4 2 o o
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had felt support from attending the meetings.

Further, I out of 10

caring for baby from

contributed to their

Table Three

feft that they had a) gained more information about

the program and b) that attendance ín the program

feeling more at ease with their baby. In addition,

ÞoST-PRoGRAU TI{TERVTEW QLESTIONS 1 - 8

Question
Number

Q¡uestion

I Care at Diacharge - 1O of 10 reepondente felt that
baby that required more care than a term baby

2 Care at Present - 9 of 10 reepondents felt balry wae
now about the same

3 Benefits derived from the Program -
a. fnformation, I of 1O felt that they received

new information from the program
b- Support, 10 of 1O felt they received support
c. Àt Ease, 8 of 10 felt that the program

contributed to their feeling more at ease with
baby

d. Brokerage, 5 of 1O felt they received infor-
mation about other eervices for parente

4 Sessions Àttended - the average number of gegeions a
respondent attended was 3

5 Progr¡m as a worthwhile experience - 1O of 1O respon-
dents felt that their attendance at eesgion(e) had
been a worthwhite experience

6 I{ould recomend progr¿rm - 1O of 1O respondents
answered yes.

7 Preference of diecussing baby care with another
parent of a premature infant or another parent of an
infant - sOt of parents preferred to talk with
another parent of a prcmature infant

I Àside from family
eupport with baby
friends

member, parente main gource of
- 8 of 1O respondents anscrered
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5 out of 10 parents identified that they learned of other resourceg in

the communit.y during attendance in the program.

Group members were asked to cornment on what they thought parents

needed when their premature baby came home from hospital. Among the

parents' replies, the need for information, confidence, reassurance and

support qrere the most cornmon answers (pLease refer to Question #9 in

Appendix O). A second question posed to parents asked for their comments

or suggestione about the program (please refer to Question #10 in Appendix

O). A couple of parents commented that they would have liked to have had

more information covered at the meetings. But what almost all- parents

commented on was how much they enjoyed having a chance to talk to other

parents of premature infants.

fn summary, the respondents' post-program interviews bear out

several assumptions made earlier in the report. First of aII, for the

participants, it does appear that the infant's prematurity is a tran-

sitional issue that decreases in importance over time. Secondly, feedback

from the respondents indicates that peer contact remains an important

source of support for these parents. The interview resuLts also validate

the parents'need for social support when baby comes home from hospital:

Parents listed there was a need for reassurance (coherence support), for

information (cognitive guidance) and (emotional) support. Because aII of

the parents indicated that they found attendance aÈ the sessions to be a

worthwhile experience and 80t of the parents returned to attend further

sessions, it stands to reason that they found the program to be a

worthwhiLe experience.
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Process Recordinge

The student'6 process recordings were based on observations made in

the collective and from watching eession tapes. The process recordings

showed that in Cycle I the collective operated as a cohesive unit from

Session Two until the end of the Cycle. This very quick deve)-opment of

cohesion was probably a result of the small size of the collectivity (2-5

persons per session). Also, two of the participants were good friends and

their comfort in relating to each other seemed to transfer over to the

other parents present.

In Cycle II the population r^'as larger and less stable. The

collective did not appear to become functionally cohe6ive until Session

Three when a core of regular members began to develop. Once the

coll-ective became more cohesive members began to shift conversation away

from direct discussion of the babies and toward other pareriting concerns.

l,fembers began to share feelings and to talk about their or¡rn etruggles

related to fatigue, feei-ing over-responsible for baby and trying to }earn

to accept that their partner's style of caring for baby even though it hras

not the same as theirs.

The student's process recording also identified the sessions topics

and the parents response to the topic. This was helpful in identifying

which sessions vrere and which sessions were not relevant to parents'

concerns. The themes that members raised during the sessions were also

recorded. Common themes for CycJ-e I urere breastfeeding issues, expì-aining

to non-family members about how prematurity affects baby, and lingering

eadness from earLier childbearing losses. fn CycJ.e II cornmon Èhemes

included how to sooth fussy babies, the need to take a break from "respo-
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nsibility' of caring for baby and fear that baby could develop new health

probJ-ems. Themes that were common to both eessions incLuded discussion

about post-partum depression, fatigue from the endless baby care chores

and that it helps to know that you're not the only one caring for a

premature baby. Please refer to Appendix S for a more detailed reporting

of the themes as well as a summary of the content of the program eessions.

The student found that the practice of making process recordings

helped to contribute to sharpening her observations of the participants,

the collectivity process and her own style of working within the collec-

tivity. The process recordings indicated that in the colj-ectivity a

degree of cohesion needed to be established before members would share

more personal concerns. In Cycle II, where the size of participants was

greater and the composition fl-uctuated, the student had to work harder and

Ionger to establish cohesion.

Feedback from the Practicum Chairperson

Dr. Don Fuchs, the Practicum Chairperson, provided feedback

throughout the program. In Cycle I Dr. Fuchs pointed out that the

student's attempt to adhere to the session agenda was at times inhibiting

opportunities for members to bring out and work on their own issues in the

group. The student was able to use this feedback and make improvements in

this area. Another area of the group process that the student needed to

work on was Èhe group introductions and cJ-osings. For example, at the end

of sessions, the student needed to summarize the content of the gession

and formally close the session.

In Cycle II, Dr. Fuchs noted that the early sessions members were
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less cohesive than in the previous cycle. It r"ras suggested that the

etudent begin sessions with a joining exercise. The joining exerciee

would set a norm for member-to-member interaction and most likely increase

group cohesion. Dr. Fuchs found that the student vras readily able to

facilitate linkages between parents. However, he continued to challenge

the student to find a balance between following the group agenda and

picking up on spontaneous issues raised by members.

In Cycle II, the student found it easier to tune in to the latent

messages of the members and the collectivity. Dr. Fuchs encouraged Èhe

student to explore having the members work in greater depth on their

personal issues. The student learned to recognize which issues couLd be

dealt with in the framework of the group and which issues would be better

serviced by brokerage outside of the sessions.

Dr. Fuchs also identified that the student needed to work on the

termination tasks of the final group session. The student was encouraged

to recognize that at a final session the focus of the work was on heJ-ping

members to identify outside sources of support and building on their own

networks.

fn terms of whether or not the sessions functioned at the level of

Dr. Fuchs noted that the latter held true.

the presence of group dynamics, they had not

level of functioning characteristics of a true

a group or a collective,

Although the sessions had

evolved to the autonomous

group.

Reeults Related to Group Leadership Skille

The results of the student's group

and the Student'e Learning

leadership rating scale and
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chairperson are included in this eection.

lÍodified Group Leaderghip Rating Scale

As reported in the methods eection the etudent modified the Corey &

corey (1977) Group Leadership Rating scale to better fit with the

etudent's beginning level of group work and the ehort-term nature of the

program.

In Cycle I the student's strongest skills were, active lietening

(Item #1) and linking (Item #4). These two skills continued to be among

the students better performed skills in Cycle II. The student,s weakest

skills in Cyc1e I were ctarifying (Item #21, and termination (ftem #IO,).

In Cycle II the student was able to make some significant improvement in

clarifying, but terminating skilIs remained weak.

rn cycle r the student's leadership skilrs mean score was 3.6. rn

Cycle fI the overall mean score was 4.1 indicating that the student had

been able to improve leadership skills with practice. The st.udent had

made an improvement of at least +0.5 on 7 of 10 leadership skills. The

skills that showed the greatest area of improvement were clarifying (+1.0)

and empaÈhizing (+1.5).

At the end of the program the st.udent's better performed skills

vrere: active listening, linking, supporting, faciritating and em-

pathizing. The student's weaker skills including those most in need of

improvement were: crarifying, summarizing, brocking, evaluating, and

terminating.
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Review of Seseion Video Tapee by the Practicum Chairpereon

The student has already highlighted feedback from Dr. Fuchs on

leadership ekilIs related to group structure and cohesion. Feedback on

additional leadership ekille ie included in this eection of the paper.

Dr. Fuch's noted that the student needed to scan the collective and

when working with one individual to remember to check out how the

conversation was impacting on the other members. Another leadership skill

that warranted improvement was keeping the group on track. Àt times when

members spontaneously raised issues of importance to them the student

needed to take a more direct role around getting the conversation back to

the original topic or making a conscious decision to pursue a new

direction in the collective. Improvements in these skills were noted in

Cycle II.

Summary

The student concurs with Kagan and Seitz (1988) who indicated that

it was easy to want to determine if a program had a measurable impact on

persons participating in it, but that this was a very difficult goal to

accomplish. The Pre- and Post Client Questionnaire reflected a change

(improvemenÈ) for most parents in their self-perception of their care of

the baby and issues related to parenting. Hov¡ever, this change did not

hold true for the parents of twins whose circumstances showed little

improvement. Unfortunately, changes or lack of changes in the parents'

scores cannot with total certainty, be attributed to participation in the

program. Nevertheless, the questionnaire indicated that circumstances did

improve for most of the parent,s. The Pre-Group Data Collection Sheet and
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the parent profiles reflected that in addition to infant prematurity,

parents tårere dealing with additional stressful issues such as past

chirdbearing rosses, marital confrict, family arcohorism, and post-parÈum

depression. These additional etressful issues were better addressed by

brokerage services to parents outside of the eessions. The parent

profiles and Process recordings indicated that parents r¡rere able to

utilize the collectivity to enhance their coping with caring for their

premature infant at home and assist their transition to parenthood.

Finally' the post-program interview concurred with the video tapes and the

student's process recordings that the program objectives had been

accomplished. The student was able to measure improvement in leadership

ekills in the collectivity through the use of a modified Corey & Corey

Leadership Rating Scale.
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CEAPTER FI\IE

EVAI,UATION OF TEE PROGRA}I AS A IÍEOLE
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Evaluation of the Program as a Yfhole

This chapter wilI deal with an evaluation or rather a review of the

program as a whole. The preceding chapter focused on the outcome of the

data collected, this chapter will focus more on process evaluation. This

information is important and useful as it enables others to replicaÈe the

program and a}lows it to be adapted successfully by other practitioners

(Kagan & Seitz, 1988). In the first half of this chapter the etudent will

review the characteristics of collectivity as it pertained to running the

program. This will include a review of the group dynamics operating

within the colLectivity and a review on the primary interventions used in

the program. In the second half of this chapter the student wil-L discuss

implications for practices. Under implication for practice the student

wilL l-ink new observation of the program.

Collectivity

As outlined in the theoretical framework, the student proposed that

the program sessions woul-d unlikeì-y to develop into what social group work

woul-d classify a 'true' group. fnstead, as anticipated' the sessions

remained at the leve1 of collectivity with some group elements operating

on a more restricted scope. The sessions fit more with collectivity than

a group for the foJ.Ìowing reasons:

a. The time frame of six eessions was too brief to aLlow the

entity to develop a lasting sense of "grouPness." For

example, in Cycle II higher leveLs of cohesion were achieved

in Session Three and Four but there was no time for this to

develop further as by Session Flve the coll-ective was needing
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to focus on termination.

sessions was too short as

time.

Also, the time for individual

the sessions rarely concluded on

b. There \tas a lack of etability in attendance- This resulted in

a different composition of members at each meeting (Young,

1986) and made it difficult to carry over important issues

from one meeting to the next. For example, in CycJ-e fI,

Session three members invested in ways to help another member

Ernie cope with infant crying. The members elected to view a

video on the subject at the next session. unfortunately Ernie

was not able to attend the session and the opportunity for

further problem solving was lost. Mitigating circumstances

such as baby illnesses and work schedules interfered with

member's attendance.

There was heavy reliance on the leader to provide structure

and goals for the sessions. The session goals were already

pre-planned and were incfuded in the program pamphlet. Little

would have been accomplished if the worker had not taken

charge.

The members had limited autonomy. The leader in many in-

cidents attempted to limit free flowing conversations except

in those incidents where it rel-ated to the infants or paren-

ting issues. AIso, the members lacked autonomy to develop and

pursue common goals through grouP directed effort-

The sessions continued to operate at the developmental

(beginning) phase. The leader had the ongoing task of

d.
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Pointing out similarities and making linkages between members

in an effort to foster cohesion. AIso, the worker needed to

capitalize on opportunities for sharing and support between

members (Sulman, 1986). Àlthough some members took risks in

sharing, it was difficult to move members into a genuine work

phase to deal with issues.

Also, the sessions did not resuLt in a fully developed group because

this was not the intended form for the entity. As a collective, the

sessions hel-ped members achieve individual" goals, to gain information, and

even to influence behaviour change (See Appendix O, Post Program fnterview

- Raw Data).

The program sessions fit with Lang's (1986) retational paradigm for

change. Although the student as the collect,ivity leader was a key figure

in the sessions, this relationship between the collectivity leader and

members would not have had any potency without the presence of other

Parents of premature infants. The parents provided each other with a

depth of understanding, normalization and validation that could not be

afforded by the collectivity leader alone. For example, in Cycle fI,

Session Three a member asked how others deal with not getting enough eleep

because of the baby. Another member responded that he too finds the

situation stressful and added that "We're J-ucky that we love each other

and that the kids are cute. " The others laughed and joined in adding that

they too were coping with "total exhaustion. " The student implored the

collectivity to identify some means to cope with the situation. Members

euggestions included: realizing that this is a tough time that just has to

be gotten through, taking turns getting up with baby and remembering to
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hug your spouse when times get rough. The Po$rer of these suggestions

carried more weight because they were provided not by the collectivity

leader but by other members experiencing a similar situation.

croup Dynamice in Collectivity

Although the sessions were collectives there were elements of group

dynamics present.

Cohegion

The student attended to group cohesion by establishing connections

between members i.e. both of your babies were born at 29 weeks, and by

building structure into the program. structure in the meetings seemed to

help members begin to build comfort so that they could then move on to

more direct contact with each other. one example of structure enhancing

group cohesion were the joining exercises that vrere used in Cycle II.

Another exampJ-e was the use of vignettes in Cycle fI Session Five that

helped to ease members into discussing relationship issues. VignetÈes

were not used for this same session in CycJ-e I and discussion remained at

a superficial level.

Another factor that contributed to cohesion among members was the

need for affiliation. Parents of premature infants had a need to identify

with others who had been Èhrough a similar experience. The parents who

came out to the program differentiated their infants from fuII-term

infants. They expressed that they felt supported by sharing their

concerns with other parents of premature infants. This finding was in

total agreement with the literature that borne out the need for peer
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contact (Boukydis, L982, Dammers' 1980, MacNab' 1985, Meier, !978, Minde,

1980, Schosenberg, 1980) and with the finding that for many parents the

need for contact with peers became particularly apparent once baby was at

home and the parents'ties with hospitaÌ etaff had been discontinued

(cohen, 1982, Harrison, 1983' Henry, 1990, Nance, 1982).

For the most part the sessions had a level of cohesion sufficient

enough for members to want to return to the program, and a smal] core of

members developed.

Norms

The worker shared collectivity norms in the first couple of sessions

of each CycIe. These norms included: aI] experiences will be validated;

when speaking to another member or offering suggestions speak from an "f"

position rather than a "you should" position; take from the sessions only

what fits for you; and we know more together than we do by ourselves.

Other norms that developed as the collectivity progressed included:

a. When there is a conflict between information offered in the

session and direction given to you by your baby's doctor,

follow the direction from the doctor.

Breast feedlng during sessions is very permissable.

fnfant crying and fussiness are a normal part of the sessions;

and

d. That members in distress will be attended to outside of

sessions (i.e. brokerage).

these norms that developed were in response to the characteristics

of the population. fn retrospect, the student found it surprising that

b.

c.
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parenting groups in the l-iterature did not provide any direction on how to

accommodate or even address issues such as breast feeding, infant crying

or handle conflicting information about infant care.

ltutual Aid

Shulman (1986) stated that in the conceptualization of mutual aid is

that the group leader is but one source of help and members are a source

of help to each other. Às one member hetps another with a specific

problem they are also hei-ping themseLves with similar concerns. Mutua]

aid was present to some degree in most of t,he sessions. Parents regularly

consulted the coll-ectivity about how to handLe new situations with baby.

For example one member wanted to go away on a short holiday with the baby

and her husband. She seemed nervous about the car trip and about being

away from home. The members discussed the situation and gave her

reassurances that the trip seemed to be a reasonable thing to do. As the

memhrers were helping this parent resolve the issue of the trip they were

ai-so helping themselves by reminding t,hemselves that being overprotective

of the preemie babies was not helpful.

Mutual aid appeared to be more common in the later half of each

cycle after members had gained some comfort and familiarity with each

other. The members were able to explore more 'taboo' subjects such as

talking about the frustration of caring for a difficul-t baby or admitting

to habitual conflict with spouses around differences in opinion about

child care. As other members listened to the discussion they were helped

to get in touch wíth their own issues. They then had the opportunity to

discuss these issues and thereby unburden themsel-ves of unresolved
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feelings.

The members al-so offered tangible support to each other euch as

rides to meetings, and lending of preemie sized baby clothes. They also

provided advice to each other about methods of formula preparation,

preferred brands of baby food, toys that were most euitable to baby and

ways to handle well-meaning but unwanted advice from ill-informed friends

and relatives.

Àlthough mutual aid was a regular occurrence in the group it did not

happen by itself. It came about through an atmosphere of support and

through gentle direction on the part of the student. Members then quickly

realized that they are "all- in the same boat." This then lowered defenses

and allowed members to begin to reach out to help each other and resolve

issues and feelings of their own.

It was cited in the theoretical framework that social support is a

more diffused form of mutual aid (Lee & Swenson, L986). The mutual aid

that took place within the collectivity fit with Gottlieb & Pancer's

(1988) findings on social support as it included emotional support'

cognitive guidance, tangible aid, and coherence support, all various forms

of social support. This observation concurred with Gottlieb (1987 ) who

suggested that at times of transltions, such as new parenthoodr contact

with a peer support group is often more helpful than contact with members

of one's o'úrn network. At the time of this writing, the parents themselves

had organized and gotten together for a summer barbecue and were making

plans for another get-together in the fall. The continuation of contact

among parents with each other is

social support had been achieved

indication that mutual aid or rather

the collectivity. It also indicates

an

in
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the importance of the program for these parents.

Interventione Used in the Progr¡m

As outlined in the rationale and theoretical framework, the etudent

aet the program goals: as providing parents of discharged premature

infants with information; providing support, increasing their feelings of

competency; and providing brokerage service. This r^ras accomplished

through the use of collectivity empLoying the relational paradigm put

forth by Lang (1986). The student concurs with Lang that the presence of

the other members increased the potency of the interventions. Within the

collectivity the student focused on two broad categories of intervention:

the provision of information and the provision of support. The student

found that at times these two intervenÈions worked very will togeÈher and

were almost interchangeable. The student also found that the provision of

information proved to be a non-threatening entry point for parents to join

the program. The parents \rere motivated to learn more about their babies.

But, it is the student's impression that what ultimately motivated the

parents to return and remain in the program was the provision of support.

Under the intervention of providing information to parents the

student had employed a variety of means. This included use of mini-

presentations, guest speakers, video(s), group exercises, discussions and

take-home handouts. the variety of means helped to keep the program

interesting and accommodated a variety of learning preferences such as

experientiaL and didactic learning. The provision of information enabled

parents to gain a better understanding of the behaviour of premature

infants. For example, some parents were largely unaware of the develop-
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mental delays experienced by most premature infants. the provieion of

information aleo corrected misconceptions and faulty learning and in other

cases it reassured parents that in many incidences they knew more than

they thought they did about their babies. The etudent found that the

provieion of information increased adaptation in both the transition to

parenthood and in the day-to-day care of their premature infant. The

student concurs with Clarke (1986) that the provision of well-timed

information is an inoculation against etress.

The other generalized intervention used in the program was the

provision of support to parents. Support was provided to parents in a

number of ways. This included Iistening to their concerns and allowing

them to unburden themselves, validating their feelings, normalizing their

experiences, and empowering parents. Many parents seemed intimidated by

the medical care that their infants had required. It was important to

assist parents with identifying that they are the experts when it comes to

their own infants.

The parents took an active part in providing support to each other.

Because they were "alL-in-the-same-boat" the parents knew instinctively

the kinds of supporÈ that each other needed. It also seemed easier for

them to accept support from others who had been through a similar

situation as they did not need to defend their need for support. Feeling

eupported and understood was an important means of enabling parents to

feel more comfortable, competent and increase their adaptation to caring

for baby at home.
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Inplicatione for Practice

The literature identified the transit.ion to parenthood as a time of

increaeed Êtress. Based on her obeervations of the parents in the

program, the student would agree with this finding. rn addition to

adapting to caring for their premature infant at home, these parents were

dealing with normative stresses characteristic of the transition to

parenthood. This included feelings of fatigue, isolation and overwhelming

responsibirities (Miller & sorlie, 1986) that, all nee, parents face. And

Iike parents of full-term infants, they eought to adapt and integrate the

changes that parenthood had brought into theÍr lives. As indicated in the

lit.erature, the parenÈs coped with the demands pJ-aced on them by seeking

hel-p and support from their spouses, by taking pride in their baby, by

reaching outside of the famiry for additional- herp and support (i.e.,

coming to the program), and by reminding themselves that child care would

become easier in the future.

The literature (Easterbrooks, 1988, Kagan & Seitz, 19Bg) indicated

that parents of premature infants have a more intensified or complicated

transition to parenthood. The student frequently observed the parents

having to face additional concerns because of the baby's prematurity.

Often the parents appeared to be caught between looking back and trying to

resolve their baby's earry birth (i.e., "r thought my baby was born early

because I had done gomething wrong" and with trying to move on and parent

their baby. The Iiterature (Hamelin, L99I, Harrison, 1983, Kaplan &

Mason' 1960, Ladden, 1990) was correct when it identified that for many

parents, taking their baby home r¡ras a second crisis. Many parents

continued to experience heightened levels of anxiety, self-doubts about
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their competency with baby care and fear that eomething else may happen to

their baby, i.e., Sudden fnfant Death Syndrome (SIDS).

As noted in the }iterature (Harrision, 1983, Henry, 1990, Nance,

1982 ) , these parents benefitted from peer contact after their infant was

discharged home. The student had observed that in eome instanceer parents

had been a\¡rare of the program in Cycle I but did not attend until cycle If

at which time they were still experiencing some ongoing concerns with

parenting their infant. Parents expressed that it helped to know that

others were dealing with similar feelings, issues and concerns.

The post-hospital discharge period v¡as a difficult time for these

parents. The student noted that three of the nine mothers Ì¡¡ere dealing

with post-partum depression issues and this bears out Bennett & Slade's

(199L) study that found these mothers at increased risk for problems with

post.-partum adjustment. The l-iterature (Bennet & SLade, 1991, Gottlieb &

Pancer, 1988) also noted thaÈ many parents of premature infants are

dissatisfied with their leveIs of social support. Many of the parents in

Èhe program expressed that they felt some relatives and friends did not

understand their situation and did not lend their support. The Iiterature

identified premature infants as over represented in populat,ions of abused

and neglected infants, however, the student did not observe signs of

infant maltreatment among the parents and babies in the program.

The literature reported extensively on the positive benefits of

eupport groups for parents whose premature infants had not yet left

hospital (Boukydis, 1982, Duhamel et aI., I974, Dammers, 1982, MacNab,

1985, Meier, 1978, Minde, 1980, Shosenberg, 1980). The student reasoned

that if in-hospitaJ. groups were beneficia] to parents then parents would
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also benefit from support groups after baby was diecharged from hospital.

Subseguently' the student eras surprised by the abeence of reporting on the

use of group in this area. Harrision (1983), Henry (1990), Nance (1982)

and sieftert et al. (1983), however, all reported the need for eupport

groupE and programming once parents have brought their infante home.

In preparation for developing the post-diecharge program for

parents, the student reviewed the available literature on in-hospital

support groups. The student. found t,he reports to be J.argely descriptive

as opposed to research oriented. Ho\,rever, despite the descriptive nature

of these reports the articLes did not address significant issues or themes

that arose in this program. The student found that many of the parents

used the program to some extent to express concerns about issues other

than their premature infant. These issues included: past childbearing

Iossesr personal health issues, marital conflict, post-partum depression

and alcohorism in the family. onry one author, schosenberg (1980),

acknowledged that in parent groups some participants will have special

needs and problems that are better addressed outside of the group.

Gitterman (1982) reported on the use of groups in health care. The

etudent fully agrees with his observation that if a group is to succeed it

is essential to have the staff hours for the project, to have support and

backing of upper administration, and to have t,he support of peers as well

as that of horizont.al interdisciplinary staff. The student found that a

wide range of disciplines, from nursing staff and physicians to

secretaries and housekeeping staf.f, played a role in the operation of the

program. It was important to have their good-wil1 in order to achieve the

success of the program.
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The student found that col-lectivity r,ras a very practical means of

service delivery in that the issues of parents urere largely problem-

specific and t,ransitional- (short-lived) in nature. While the babies began

to "out-grow" issues related to prematurity the parents would begin to

"out-grow" the program and then could ]ook to other Eources for support

and information. In this sense, the population in need for this program

was "recyclable. " This matched the nature of collectivity in that it too

lvas "recyclable" and mimicked the "beginning stages of group over and over

again" (Sulman, 1986). The student agrees with Clarke (1986) that

collectives are weI]-suited to serve parents in life-transitions and as a

means of working with collections of individuals in health care settings.

As postulated by Bothwell & Eisenberg (1986), the program collectivity

enabled parents to receive support, information and mutual aid without the

time or personal investment reguired for group development. The student

found that the collectivity generated a functional leve1 of cohesion that

enabled parents to benefit from peer contact. Àt the same time some needs

were better addressed outside of the collectivity and the moderate level

of cohesion likely made it easier for members to maintain ties to their

own network and to engage in brokerage service with the student outside of

the col-Iectivity.

Bennett & Slade's (1991) writings on the importance of social

support in this population hras most relevant. The student agrees with the

authors that an "average" Level of social support does not meet the needs

of parents with high-risk infants. AIso, Gottlieb & Pancer's (L988)

observation that parents are too busy caring for baby to seek out social

Eupport was woefuJ.ly accurate among the program members. Further, these
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Parent.s contact vrith others in the collectivity was in many instancee¡ more

attuned to their current needs than contact with members of their own

establiehed networks.

The student found that the literature on social support, especially

Bennett & Slade (1991) and Gottlieb & Pancer (1988) as most enlightening

and provided her with a better understanding on the role of support in the

program. For example, Gottlieb & Pancer (1988) identified that eupport

groups gave parents the opportunity to practice reaching out for help and

that this skill could then be transferred outside of the group

(collectivity) and back to their own networks. By the end of the program

the student had observed several instances where parents began to make

better use of their own.resources, for example: the mother of twins had

decided to contact another mother of twins whom she had met while she was

in hospital; several parents decided to join neighbourhood parenting

groups; and other members decided to ask their spouses to become more

involved with baby care so that they could begin to have more time out of

the house. The literat,ure on social support helped the student to better

conceptualize ways to empower parents so that they could be bett.er able to

care for their own needs.

Sumary

This chapter has focused on and attempted to relate the less

measurable but egually important aspects of the program. This has incl-uded

a process review of collectivity and the group dynamics in collectivity.

Under the section on implications for practice, the student reported on

observations of the program and linked these observations to the
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literature. The etudent's experience eupports the use of cotlectivity

wit,h parents of discharged premature infants.
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Pereonal Learning, Reconrmendations and Conclusion

Personal Learning

The student accomplished her primary personal objective of

developing, implementing and evaluating a program for parents of premature

infants. Through this process the student discovered that the planning

phase of a program is vitally important and can set the tone for the

Euccess or failure of the project. The student developed a better

knowledge and understanding about the experience and needs of parents of

premature infants once their infant has been discharged home. The

student found that the Literature on parents of premature infants was

largely accurate but that it did not report on the resiliency of the

parents or recognize the deep commitment and desire of the parents to

compensate for their infants difficult, early birth. The student also

l-earned first-hand of the types of support these parents needed and the

role of social support in both their resolution of their infant's

prematurity and adapting to caring for their infant. The student also

developed knowledge and skills needed in facilitating a collectivity. The

student became better versed in the characteristics and uses of

collectivity and was able to practice and improve on such skills as

linking and facilitating which were essential to work in a collectivity.

The student's learning stretched beyond the personal objectives set

out in the introduction of the report. The student found that the process

of this practicum improved her ability to develop and organize her

thinking around intervention with parents in her daily work. Also, the

work with collectivity necessitated a major shift in the student's
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thinking. The student's background is primarily casework in a hoepital

obstetrical unit. Her job placed a heavy emphasie on identificatlon of

child welfare concerns and this had accustomed her to looking for social

high risks. Working with the parenÈs in the collectivity required the

student to identify and build on parent etrengths rather than to try and

compensate for weaknesses.

The student had to expand her thinking away from working with

individuals to working with many individuals simultaneously in a

collectivity. The student found that she had to find ways to set limits

on behaviours if it interfered with the overall functioning in collec-

tivity. The student found confrontation a difficult skilI to master.

the practicum experience also Èaught the student the value of

evaLuation of seJ-f, of the chosen intervention and of clients. The

student found that self-evaluation through the use of a mctdified Corey &

Corey Leadership Rating Scale helped her to begin to take a more

systematic look at her own practice, to identify which skills \^¡ere in

greaÈest need for improvement. The scale also provided positive feedback

in that it enabled the student to note improvements in practice. By

evaluating the chosen intervention, working with parents through

collectivity, the student was able to identify whether or not the

intervention was suited to the population and program objectives. By

evaluating the parents themselves the student increased her knowledge

about this population as well as which interventions do or do not work

with these clients. Evaluation enabled the student to gain feedback and

make changes and ongoing improvements in the program. Finally, evaluation

was seen to be important because it indicated whether or not a prac-
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titioner is achieving her desired results as wel-l- as offering tangible

indication of the usefulness of the intervention.

Recounendat,ions for Future l{ork

First of all, the student wishes to recommend that the program

continue to be available to parents on a once or twice yearly basis.

There is a need for psycho-social support, services for parents of

premature infants that is not being met by other programs or agencies in

the community. Further, as indicated by feedback from parents, the program

was a worthwhile experience and enhanced their day-to-day coping with

their infants. The student offers the following considerations to

practitioners who would plan to provide such a program to parents of

premature infants or similar populations. The student suggests that:

a. Programs be wel-l- advertised both in the hospital as well as in

the community. Further, it is very important to educate

interdisciplinary peers about the program in order to ensure

their cooperation with the project.

b. The program be held within the hospital as the hospital lends

credibility to the program, and parents are already familiar

with this location.

The program be facilit.ated

familiar with the course

infants.

The program conÈinue to be

are one year chronological

young infants are often

hospital-based social workers

hospital care of premature

offered to parents whose infants

age or younger. Parents with very

reluctant to leave the house with

by

of

d.
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baby and therefore would not make use of the program.

The length of each eession be increased from 1! hours to 2

hours to allow time for covering the session topics and time

for socializing among the parents.

The program duration be increased by one or two sessions.

Ílith the present length of six sessionsr parerits are ready to

begin to do some personal work at about the time the collec-

tivity needs to address termination issues. The student

suggests that additional sessions might include instruction on

first-aid for infants.

g. fncrease the focus on the collectivity as a means of providing

social support to parents.

Persons working in this or similar programs must be able to reach

out and quickty engage participants. It would be helpful but not

necessary for such persons to have direct knowledge of infant care.

However, when working with parents and infants in either collectivity or

groups it is necessary for the leader to be able to express warmth and

caring and above all to remain flexible as the infants have their own

schedules and agendas. The student strongly suggests that the leader have

either a working or theoretical knowledge of col-lectivity to minimize the

potential of the leader setting goals and expectations that the

collectivity cannot fu¡IfiI.

The student strongly suggests that persons wishing to conduct such

a program have an understanding of hospital obstetrical issues and of the

treatment of premature infants. The student feels that this is essential

to understanding the experiences of the parents. Many parents of

f.
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premature infanÈs have unresolved issues eurrounding their baby's early

birth and eubsequent hospitalization. The parents need to have a program

Ieader who understands and has observed how many parents have had to make

first contact with their infants through such barriers as incubator walls

or with tubes, monitors and ventilators aÈtached to their baby.

Most parents had a need to "Iook back" and talk about their baby's

hospitalization before they were able to become more present focueed and

look forward to their infant's future. This was an important piece of

work in the program. The student found that these issues $rere more

appropriately discussed when raised by parents rather than being regulated

to one of the session topics. The student has some concern that if the

program was offered by a community agency that this subtle but important

part of the program might be missed. f a social agency or department

such as a public health office erere to coordinate the program the student

has concerns that the program be available to all parents and not just to

parents living in the catchment area of the agency.

The student strongly suggests that the program continue to be

facilitated by a social worker rather than nursing. Parents of premature

infants have had to rely on high-tech medical care for their infants

survival. Consequently, parents can become prone to talking about their

baby in medical terms. once their infant is discharged home parents need

to see themselves as competent in the care of their infant. The student

has aome concern that if medical etaff, i.e. nurses, were to lead the

program that parents may tend to rely on their medical authority to such

an extent that the parents may fail to identify themselves as the "expert"

when it comes to their own baby.
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Social work has traditionally provided a bridge between the hospital

and the community. The student identifies social work as the appropriate

discipline to empower the population of parents of discharged premature

infants. Social work has had the expertise in assisting parents with the

parent-child relationship as well as with developing and strengthening the

parents'ties to their sources of social support. Attention needs to be

paid not only to the infant's medical and physical transition to home but

also to the infant's social transition to home.

Conclusion

The field of neonatology, over the last twenty years, has radically

advanced the care of premature infants (Banks, 1989). This has neces-

sitated the need for the advancement of sociaL work service to the parents

of premature infanÈs. The needs of parents of hospitalized infants has

been well identified, however to date, the literature has ignored these

parents once their infants have been discharged from hospital.

There is a need for further study into the services that these

parents reguire once their infants are at home. Based on findings in this

practicum, the student suggests that the needs of Parents of multiple

premature births be assessed as a separate category. The parents of

multiple births appear to have unique needs in addition to those of

parents of singJ-e premature births. However, there is a need to offer aI]

parents of premature infants follow-up services that can assist them in

their adaptation from caring for their infant in hospital to caring for

their infant at home. These services should be exclusive to parents of

premature infants and should address the needs of the Parents as welI as
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issues related to the care of the infants. The use of a collective or

group is an ideal means of eervice delivery as it can validate and

normalize the concerns of the parents as well as offer the support and

information on this stage of parenting a premature infant.

This practicum report demonstrates the benefits of the use of

collectivity in a population of parents of discharged infant,s. ft also

shows that the needs of parents of premature infants are of a different

order than parents of full-term infants. However, the special needs of

these parents tend to be transitional in nature and can be accommodated in

a coLlectivity with a focus on support, information and contact with

peers.
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Appendix A

I,ETTERS

october 2, 1990

Dr. NigeÌ MacDonald
Section Head, Neonatology
Rm 83003
St. Boniface General Hospital
409 Tache Avenue
Winnipeg, MB

R2H 2A6

Dear Dr. MacDonald:

ThankyouforyoursupportofthepiIotproject'@

-_-:-t 
that has been undertaken as part of my Masters of Social Work

Practicum.

Please find enclosed a copy of the program pamphlet.

The pamphlets have been forwarded on to the special care nurseries for
distribution to parents by the nursery etaff. Also enclosed is a copy of
Information for llealth Care Staff that provides a brief outline of the
program objectives and information about distributing the pamphlet.

If any questions or concerns abouÈ the program arise, please call me.

Thank you.

Susan Bugaliski
Masters of Social l^Iork - Candidate

Enc.
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october 2, 1990

Mrs. Edith Parker
Director of Maternal child Nursing
St. Boniface General Hospital
409 Tache Avenue
Winnipeg, MB

R2H 2A6

Dear Mrs. Parker:

Thank you for our recent meeting about the pilot program, Now That Babv's
Àt Home . . . . Your interest and support of this program is most
appreciated.

Please find enclosed a copy of the program pamphlet. The pamphlets have
been forwarded on to the special care nurseries for distribution to the
parents by the nursery staff. AIso enclosed is a copy of Information for
Heal-Èh Care Staff that provides a brief outline of the objectives of the
program and information about distributing the pamph)-et. Thank you for the
assistance of nursing staff in the distribution of the pamphlet.

If any questions or concerns about the program arise pLease caII me.

Thank you.

susan Bugaliski
Masters of Social Work - candidate

Enc.
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october 2, 1990

Mr. Dick Marinelli
Assistant Director
Department of Social 9lork
Children'6 & women's Hospital
Room 347
Community Services Building
Health Sciences centre
6?8 !{iIIiam Avenue
!,Iinnipeg, MB

R3E OW1

Dear Dick:

This letter is written to update you on the progress of my Mastere of
SociaMork practicum. The program for parents of recently discharged
premature infants has been called llow That Baby's Àt Home. The pamphlets
advertising the program have been distributed to the special care
nurseries at both Health Sciences and St. Boniface General Hospita}. A

brief outline called Information for Health Care Staff has been written to
provide staff with the objectives of the program and information about
distributing the pamphlet. I have included a copy of the pamphlet and
background information for your perusal.

I would tike to thank you for the assistance and support of Barb Trail and

Meaghan Beamish in enabling parents from Health Sciences Centre to
participate in th!s program. Both Barb and Meaghan have been very helpful
in this endeavour.

ff any guestions or concerns about the program arise, please caII me.

Thank you.

Susan Bugaliski
Masters of Social glork - Candidate

Enc.
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october 2, 1990

Dr. MolÌy Seshia
Section Head, Neonatology
Room I,lS012
Women'e Hospital
Health Sciences Centre
735 Notre Dame Avenue
!,tinnipeg, MB

R3E OZ3

Dear Dr. Seshia:

Thankyouforyour6upportofthepi1otproject,@
that has been undertaken as part of my Masters of Social Work practicum.

The program pamphtets have been printed and distributed to the special
care nurseries at Health Sciences centre as well as St. Boniface General
Hospital. For your perusaL l have included a program pamphlet and a copy
of Information for Health Care Staff. The latter provides a brief outLine
of the program objectives and the role of nursing staff in the
distribution of the pamphlet.

I am very happy to be able to include parents of premature infants from
Sciences Centre in the program. If any questions or concerns about the
program arise, please caII me.

Thank you.

Susan Bugaliski
Masters of Social Work - candidate

Enc.
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OcEober 2, 1990

Ms. Sybil RusseLl
Head Nurse
Neonatal fntensive Care Unit
Children'e Hospital
Health Sciences Centre
840 Sherbrook Street
Winnipeg, üB
R3A 1S1

Dear Sybil:

Thank you for our recent meeting about the pilot program' Now That Babv'g
At Home . . . . Your interest and eupport of this program is most
appreciated.

Please find enclosed a copy of the program pamphlet and several copies of
an outline called Information for Health Care Staff. The latter provides
a brief outline of the program objectives and information about
distributing the pamphlet. Thank you for the assistance of your nursing
staff in distribution of the pamphlet.

If any guestions or concerns about the program arise, please call me.

Thank you.

Susan Bugaliski
Masters of Social fVork - Candidate

Enc.
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October 2 ' 1990

Ms. Barbara Overlea
Head Nurse
T1 Nursery
Women's HosPital
Health Sciences Centre
735 Notre Dame Avenue
Winnipeg' I'fB

R3E 023

Dear Barb:

Thank you for your interest in the pilot Program' No!ù That Babv's Àt Home

-tê7ïn ttrÕdram
that has been undertaken as a
I am very haPPY to be able to
in this program.

of
part of my Masters of Social Work practicum'
include parents from Health Sciences Centre

Please find enclosed a copy of the program pamphlet and several copies of
an outline called Infornation for Eealth Care Staff. The latter provides
a brief outline of the program objectives and information about
distributing the pamphlet. Thank you for the assistance of your nursing
staff in distribution of the pamphlet. It is most appreciated.

If any questions or concerns about the program arise pleaËe call me.

Thank you.

Susan Bugaliski
Masters of Social $fork - candidate

Enc.
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Appendix B

INFoRI.IATIoN FoR IIEALTH CARE STAFF (1991)

(On the Now That Babv's At Home ... A Short-Term Proqram for Parents of
Recentfv Discharqed fnfants)

The above-named program is a pilot project undertaken as part of my

masters of Social lrlork practicum. The project is sponsored by the

Department of Social Work at St. Boniface General Hospital and the Faculty

of Social Vlork at University of Manitoba-

OBJECTIVES ÀND R.ÀTIONÀI,E

,'Now That Baby,s At Home ..." is a time-limited outreach program for

parents of recentty discharged premature infants. ft is a preventative

service aimed at providing information, support, feelings of increased

competency and brokerage service for parents.

The program is designed to address issues identified in the

Iiterature as generic to this population that would be missed in parenting

programs for parents of ful-I-term infants. The post-hospital period can

be a time when parents can benefit from contact with other parents who

have been through a similar experience and are noq¡ adjusting to ]ife with

baby at home.

TÀRGETED GROUP

The program is open to parents of newly discharged premature infants

from St. Boniface General- Hospital and Health Sciences Centre. Parents

are eligible to attend if their infant is one year of age or younger.

Parents'participation will- be by self-seÌection and parents may join at

anytime during the program. By ptacing some restriction on those parents

eligible to attend the program, I hope to have a group of parents with
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similar needs.

TIIE PROGRAI.{

"Now That Baby's At Home ..." is a three month program coneisting of

six evening sessions about Lrj hours in length. Please refer to the

program pamphlet for the content and agenda of the program. the structure

of the program has been choosen to strike a balance between providing

support to parents, facilitating an exchange of information and

experiences between parents and encouraging parents to work at developing

and maintaining their own support networks.

Because of the transitional nature of probJ-ems related to

prematurity (for most babies) I have chosen to develop a time-Limited

program rather than an ongoing support group. Also, although parents of

premature infants are a significant portion of the population (5 - 7t of

aII births), it does not appear there is sufficient number of parents in

Winnipeg to develop an ongoing support group. Please note that this

program ran from October to December 1990 and then is again being offered

February to April 1991.

ROLE OF HOSPITAL NTIRSES, PUBLIC IIEÀLTH NI'RSES, SOCTÀL Í{ORKERS A}ID OTTIER

TIEAI,TH CÀRE STÀFF IN TIIE PROGRÀITI

The primary means of advertising the program is by distribution of

the pamphlet to parents at or before the time that baby is discharged from

hospital. ff you are invol-ved with the discharge of an infant, please

supply the parents(s) with the pamphlet regardless of the geographic

location of their home. This is a very important step in letting parents
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know that this resource is available to them (if they choose to use it).

If you are involved with the family of a discharged premature infant

and you think that they might be interested in the program, please pass

the pamphlet along to the parent(s). Some families may receive more than

one pamphlet but this is not a problem. If you would like more infor-

mation about the program, please caII the writer aE 237-2449, Department

of Social Work, St. Boniface General Hospital, between 9:00 A.M. and 4:00

P.M., Monday to Friday. Your interest in the program is appreciated.

EVâI,UÀTION

At the completion of the program in May, l99L' a brief eummary of

the program findings wiII be forwarded to the speciaÌ care nurseries at

HealÈh Sciences Centre and St. Boniface General Hospital. If you or your

unit would like a copy of the evaluation of the programr' please let me

know and one will be sent out to you.

Thank you for your cooperation and assistance with this program.

Sincerely

Susan Bugaliski
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PROGRÀI.T PAUPHLET

Appendix C

Ior That Babry's At
Prograe for Parents
Infants

Hoe .... A Short-terû
of Discharged Premture

Parents are invited to attend atI six sessions,
or onty those meetings of ínterest to them.

PROGR x SESSIOaS 1990

Sessim ùre. (þtober 9

I'I(IJ ALD THEI.rr Parents are asked to bring in
a picture of their baby during hospitatization
and a picture of baby since discharge at home.
This session wiIt Iook back on bringing the
baby home from hospitaI and the changes in
since that time.

Sessim T¡¡o, October 23

TIIIFAIIT STIruLATIOI AI¡D DEì/EL(PIIE}IT-tr An Oc-
cupationaI Therapist r¡itI be present to discuss
devetopnent of the premature infant and
demonstrate positíoning and handting techniques
to interact and rrplayrr rith your baby.

Session Three. lloverùer ó

TBROTHERS, SISTERS AIID THE PREXATURE BABY.
C(IlullITY RES(I¡RCES-I Uhat r,ras your chitd's
reaction to the early arrival of the nen baby
and the disruption in your home Iife? This
session ¡,litI atso discuss corrnunity nesources
and programs avaitabte for famities.

PROGRT¡| SESSIOTS 1990

Sessiqr Four Iove¡ùer 20

rrmÂLE B(ÐSTERS." The joy of having baby come
home can give ray to fatigue, feeting isotated
and ongoing ¡,¡orries, Learning to take care of
onesetf is an indirect but vitaI means of
taking care of one's baby.

Sessiqr Five, Dece¡rùer 4

ttRELATI(IlsHIPs." Do you have questions about
bonding Hith baby, changes in your relationship
xith your partner, friends or relatives? Hot{
are you feeling about yourseÌf as a parent?

Sessim Six. Decerùer 18

As parents of a naly discharged premture
baby, you are invited to participate in a
program that focuses on adjustment issues that
att parents face once their baby is home from
hospi ta t .

Bringing home a premature baby can be a time of
questioning and uncertainty. Coming together
Hith other parents ¡¡ho have shared and survived
a simitar experience atIors for the exchange of
support, ideas and information.

The program consists of six sessions. Each
session ri t L consist of a setected topic,
program activity, and break fottowed by an
oppontunity to tatk informatty and to share hor.l
your reek with your baby has gone.

The program leader wilI be avaitabte to ansuer
questions about comunity resources and to
fac i I i tate the exchange of i deas betHeen
pa rent s ,

TJHO CAX JOIII?

This program is open to palents of newty dis-
charged premature infants from St. Boniface and
Heatth Sciences Centre. Parents rhose infants

ane six months ,correctedt age or younger are
el.igibl.e to attend the program. Parents are
retcome to bring their infant, if that is their
cho i ce.

ATTEIIDAIICE
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I¡PAnE¡TS' CK)ICE.rr Do you have a topic that
you routd tike covened in this session? The
subject for this session wítt be setected from
parents suggestions.

Phone Sue Bugatiski at 237-2449 rith your sug-
gest i ons.

¡II 
^CTI¡ALITY, 

THE BABY t¡ S FIIE n T I lt S A
lnEcK.r

ryHET IE BRü,GHT (rJR 4I& Pd'O SüI IIOIE, If
TII(I,IGHT TE TfRE BRITGTIIG IITIIE A T(nXAL IIElßfiII.
ltoT solE

rHE SETTLED RIGHT II I$) I¡AS XO INE DIFFICIJLT
TIIAT (IJR RJLL TERII DAIJGHTER HAD BEET.T

Cofiments on the post-hospitaI nursery period.
The Premature Baby Book, Heten llarrison*************

IJHEN AND I.JHERE?

The sessions ritI be hetd every other Tuesday

from 7:00 to 8:30 p,m. in the School of Nursing
at 431 Tache Ave, uinnipeg. (The SchooI of
Nursing is the llorth Buitding attached to St.
Boniface Generat Hospitat).

cosT

There is no charge for these sessions, Ptease
pre-register your attendance at ?37-2449 by
4:00 p.m. on or before the day precedinþ each
session to facititate the planning of the ses-
sion. If you did not pre-register, however,
you are stitI retcome to come out to the
pro9ram.

FACITITAT(n

The program ri[[ be facititated by a St.
Boniface Generat Hospital SociaI tJorker as part
of her ilasters of Social tlork practicum which
is sponsored through St. Boniface General
HospitaI and the University of Manitoba,

If you xould tike further information about the
program, ptease catt Sue Bugatiski at ?37-2449
betreen 9:00 a.¡n. and 4:00 p,m., I'londay to
Fr iday.
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Àppendix D

RECRUITMENT OF PARENTS ÀT ST. BONIFÀCE GENERAL HOSPITAI, AIID EEALTH
SCIENCES CENTRE

I,TOI{:TH ÀND
EOSPIT.àL

Parental Response to fnvitation
Progr¡m

to Come Out to the

Gl,ood Poor Neutral Lives Out
of Vrinnipeg

Total
Contacte

October
O SBGH*
0 Esc**

4
4 ?

4 10
4

L4

November
O SBGH
o Hsc

1
3

1
1 1

I
2

3
7

10

December
O SBGH
o Hsc

4
I

1
2

1 2

6
5

11

January
O SBGH
O HSC ^- 1

1
1 2

5
4
9

February
O SBGH
O HSC

2
2 1

7
2
9

l{arch
O SBGH
o Hsc

3
2 1

1
1

2

1
6

5
11

TO:TATS 30
I
I
I

10 10 10 60

* = St. Boniface General Eoepital ** = Health Sciences
Centre
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Appendix E

OONSENT TO PARTICIPÀTE IN PROGRÀI{ EVÀLUÀTION

In order to evaluate the progr€rm I would like to contact you in
about 4 weeke after the final seesion. Thie evaluation would be
completed by telephone and should take about 15 minutee.

If you are willing to participate, please indicate your agreement by
eigning your nâme and telephone number.

l{ame Telephone Number

This information will be kept @NFIDENTIAL. Thank you for your
cooperation and assistance.

Nunber:
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Appendix F

PRE-GROUP DÀTÀ SffiET

First ¡{e xoutd Iike some information about you. The information that you provide about
yoursetf and your experience xith your baby is strictty votuntary. This information ritI
hopefutty hetp in the planning of services for future parents of premature infants. Your
ansHers ritl. be hetd in confidence and individuats ¡ilI not be identified in any evaluation of
this oroqram.

Ptease check or circte the appropriate ansHers. Thank You.

1. I am the baby's: mother _ father _ retative _ friend _
2. This is nry first baby: Yes _ No _
3. This is my f irst præture baby: Yes _ No _
4. This was a: singte birth _ twins _ triptets _
5. I'ly baby ras born at Heeks gestation.

6. I'ly baby ¡.las discharged af ter _ weeks in hospitat.

7. Today my baby is _ reeks otd (chronotogical age),

8. My baby has been home for _ reeks.

9. Pneviousty I had a miscarriage/stitl.birth Yes _ No _
10. Previousty I had a perinatat death Yes _ No _
11. I am: a singte parent _ married _ separated/dÍvorced _ tiving conmon law

12. I am: under 22 23 - 29 years 30 - 3ó years 37 years or otder

13. 0n a scate of 1 to 5, hox stressful ras the first xeek after your baby ¡{as born:
543?1

Not very Somewhat Very
stressful stressful

14. 0n a scate of 1 to 5, hor stressful ras the first reek your baby was home from
hospi ta [ :

54321
Not very SomeHhat Very

stressful stressful stressful

15. tlas you'baby ín the hospital during the nurses'strike (Jan 1'31,1991)?
Yes_ No_

16. Do you feel that the strike interfered with the baby care instruction that you
recei ved?

12345
No, not reatty Yes, quite a bit Does Not Appty
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PRE-GROT'P DATA SffiET

17- Hot¡ did you learn about the NoH That Babv's At Home.... Program.
atI those that appty)

(Ptease check

a. panph Iet

b. nurse

c. group leader

d. pubtic heatth nurse

i. SociaI llorker

e

f

I
h

j

physician

neHsPaper

tetevision

another parent

othe¡

18. From your experience, rhat voutd you say parents of premature infants need once their
baby comes home from the hospital? Ptease ans¡{er on back of paper if more space is
needed.

Date:No-
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Àppendix G

PRE-GROUP DÀTA OOLLECTION - RA9J DÀTA

QrrEslroNs 1 - 6

Climt t1
Status

p.
lst Búy

55
lst

Præture

#
Sirete
8i rth/
Trins

5
Age at

Gestatidl
(ueeks)

#
ueeks in
Hæpital.

Alicea Xother Y Y Trins 13 5&7
Carta llother Y Y Sinqte æ I

Barr}{ Father T Y Trins rJ 5&7
Lizzv Iother Y Y Simte a 9

tlarya Iother Y Y Trins 33 2&3

Rita Iother Y Y Sinqle Y+ 3

Tilrw Iother x Y Simte 32 2

Juó/ ,lother Y Y Simte 3l+ 2

llataI iet llother x I Sinole 33 3

Lisa* Iother Y Y Sinqle 30 I

AYerage 9 lothers
1 Father

7 First 9 First
PreÍBture

32 9eeks 5 9eeks

Range Ð-g
¡Jeeks

2-9
9eeks

Legend: Post = parent responses after: attendarìce at q|e Cycle of the Progran
() = parent responses after attendarrce at tro CycLes of the Progrant
a = parent is parmt of trinsI = parent atterded tlo Cycles of the Progran
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PRE-GROI'P DÀTÀ COLI.ECTION - RÀ¡{ DÀTÀ

QLESTIONS 7 - L2

ct ient If
ChrqrtogicaI
Aoe of Babv

t8
lþ¿ls llÊ

t9
Iiscarriage/
sti L lbi rth

110
PednêtaI

Death

tÎ1
Iari ta I
Status

,12
Psr6t's

Ao€

Aticer m t5&13 I I x 8-A
Carta 9 0 x I x 37+

Barryr ?z 17&15 T x ll 30-3ó

Lizzy 12 3 I T x 30-3ó

llarya Z'la 0&0 T I x fi-y

Rita 8 5 I I s 30-5ó

T[!ì/ 1Z t0 Y lt x a-æ

Juô¡ s(24\ 2(1> Y T x 8-n
tataI i e
t

72(%) 19('J) Y x x 30-3ó

Lisat 8(1.1 17(l3t Y I ll 30-3ó

Average 15 t¡eeks 10 l¡eeks 401 Yes lfl)Z xo 902 l{ar-
ri ed

30-3ó

Range 2-41 l¡eeks 0-41 t¿eeks 23-37+

Legend: PGt = F¡arent responses after attendarre at üE Cycle of the Progræl
() = par€nt ¡esponses after attendarEe at t¡p Cyctes of the Progrã[
a = parent is parent of trins
r = Þarent atterded tro qrctes of the Progrilt
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PRE-GROT'P DÀTÀ COLLECTION - RAfi DÀTA

QrrBsTroNs 13 - 17

Cl ient tt3
Stress at
the Birth

111
Stress lst
tleek Hæ

Í15
In Hospitat

Stri ke

116
Interference
fræ Strike

,17
Learn of Progra

A[ ice. I 2 I P4htet

Carta I 3 Y 4 Pannhlet & Ìlurse

Bârrya I 4 T Pr.ùl.ic Heatth
Iurse

Lízzy 3 4 L 1 Paçhtet & Grq.P
Leader

Iaryo 2 3 Y P4htet & Iurse

Rita 3 3 Y 3 Gror.p Leader &
Social lJorker

Tilry 1 4 I Pr.ötic Heatth
Iurse

Jr$a 4 4 I Gror.p Leader &
Arþther Parent

IataI ie* 3 3 ta Prötic Heatth
Jlurse

Lisa* I 1 I Another Parerìt

Average 2 2.7

Rarge 1-4 1-4

Leger¡d: Post = parent responses after atteridance at dre CycLe of the Progran
() = parent resporìses after atterìdarEe at tro Cyctes of the Progran
I = parent is parent of trins
ù = parent attended t¡o cyctes of the Progran

Ouestion #18 l{hat do parents of premature infants need once their baby

comes home from hosPital?

Alice: No cornment.

Carla: ',Talking to other parents of premature infants for support and

- a guide to helP. "

Barry: "Support - group and professional."

Li-zzy: No comment.

Mary: No comment.
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Rita: "Time to get things together if you r^,eren't prepared

beforehand. "

Tamrny: "parents need to be told what to expect of premature babies."

Judy: "Reassurance that you're doing oK."

Natalie: "Contact with other mothere of preemies."

Lisa: "Information on the differences from 'normal' newborns."
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Appendix H

PRE- ATD POST C,,iåTT.q.ESTIOIIIAIRE

First ¡Je ¡rouLd tike some infornration about you. The informatíon that you provide about
yoursetf and your experience rith your baby is strictty voluntany. This information witt
hopefutl.y hetp in the ptanning of services for future parents of Premature infants' Your

"nsrerr 
ril,t be hetd in confidence and individuats xilt not be identified in any evatuation

of this program.

Ptease check or circte the appropriate ansHers. Thank You.

1 0n a scate of 1 to 5,
54

l¡ot very
st ressfu I

hou stressful ras this Past ¡{eek rith your baby:
321

Somerhat VerY
st ressfu I st ressfu I

2. Are you concerned that your baby may have a significant devetotrnental detay?
Yes (0) No (2,

3. Hor¡ do you feel that you are getting on r¡ith the day-to-day care of your baby?

432
It has been Some days are l,lost days
difficutt tougher than are good

I had expected

1

It is going
very ret I

4. Over the last several ueeks from the persons ctose to you, hot{ do you feel about the
practical hetp you received xith your baby? (lf you feel that this question does not
appty to your situation, ptease check 

-)
I received more As much hetp Less help No hetp
hetp that I need as I need than I need

5. Over the last seve¡al ¡eeks from the persons ctose to you, how do you feel about
the understanding you get Hith your concerns and feetings? (lf you feel that this
question does not apPty to your situation, please check 

-)
I received a lot llost of the I received some I didntt receive
of understanding time I feLt but could use much understanding

understood moreunderstanding

Al.t parents have some concerns about the care they provide for their chitdren. ¡n
your care of your premature baby, do you feel

Uncertain about Somewhat unsure Fairty confident At ease about
the care of about the care about the care the care of

.----y93r-q1by--------yggt!3-by--------¿o-utÞery---------v-o!r-Þ"-u-v-------
7. Do you feet that you have the information you need to parent and to understand your

baby's needs at this time?

6.

1

No, I feet
unprepared

quite Not real.Ly, I Yes, but I Houtd I feeI rretI
could use more like more informed and
information information prepared
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PRE- Arr¡ POSTCITÊá,,f q.ESTI(tll IRE

8. In generat, hou do you feel about the assistance you received from professional
persons (i.e. Pubtic Heatth Nurses, Physicians, Social llorkers, etc.) and sociat
ågencies (i.e. Chil,d and Famity Services, Homemaker Services, etc.) since your baby's
di scharge.

There hasn't been l've had some

a lot of hetp hetp but need
more

Itts been okay; I feel Itve
hel.p is there if received a

I ask for it hetp
Iot

9. Over the tast nrcnth, how do you feel about your famity tife?

1 2

This is a very This is a some- Things have been It has been
difficutt time Hhat hard time atright very good

43

10. over the last month, how do you feet about your life as a rhote?

1234
This is a very This is a some- l'lost of the time lt has been
difficutt time ¡{hat hard time it goes fairty very good

reI t

11, Since baby,s discharge from hospitat, have you had any informal contâct (i.e. outside
of this group) uith other parents of a premature baby?

Yes No

b. tf you ansHened yes, hox many other pa¡ents have you had informat
contact Hith? (Please count a coupte as one Parent.)

i . one parent i i. ttlo Parents
iii, three parents iv. four or more Parents

No, Date:

ott Éu grderÉ¡your
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Appendix I

PRE- Al{D PosT PRoGRAl.l CLIEIII QI'ESTIoNNAIRE . ß n\i D nrn

gnEsrroNs 1 - 5

&
Pract i ca I

HeIo

#
under-

stardim
Ct i ent

ft
Past l¡eek

p
Developntat

DetaY

T3
Daity Gopirg

lBebv)

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Pc
t

Pre Post

Al.iceo 2 1 I=2 I=2 3 I 3 3 3 2

Certa 3 5 ll=2 l=2 2 4 2 2 3 1

BarrTa 3 3 l=2 l=2 2 3 2 ? 3 2

Lizzy 5 5 l=2 l=2 3 5 3 3 4 4

Iaryo 3 3 l=2 l=2 3 2 2 3 3 3

Rita 5 3 l=2 ll=2 3 3 3 I ? 2

Tilrlly 3 2 Y=0 Y=0 2 3 4 5 I 4

JróÊ 4 3(5) l=2 x(tl)=2 4 3(4' 3 3(3) 3 4(3)

llatat ie* 3 3(5) ll=2 I(tl)=2 2 3(4) 2 3(5) 2 5(3)

Lisar 4 5(5) l=2 1l(ll )=2 1 4&' ? ?(1). 5 3<2'

tr'_

Legend:Post=ParentrespolrE¡esafterattendanceatoneClrcleof
the Program

( ) = parent responses after attendance at tlro Cycles

of the Program
O = Parent ie Parent of twins
* = parent attended two Cyc1es of the Program
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PRE- Àl{D POST CLIENT QT'ESTIONNAIRE . RÀW DÀTA

QrrEsTrotrs 6 - 10

Cl ients
#

cmf Ídence
Bat¡r Care

T7
K¡prtedgeabte

Babv Care

18
Sr+port Fr@
Professiqrats

#9
Fai ty Life

#10
Persanal

Li fe

Pre Pæt Pre Post Pre Pct Pre Post Pre Post

^l 
ice. 3 3 2 3 4 3 2 I 2 I

Garla I 3 3 3 3 4 3 t 3 I

Barrya 3 3 3 3 3 4 2 I I I

Lizzv 1 4 3 4 I 1 I 3 3 3

Iarvo 2 3 5 I 3 4 3 ,| 2 t

Rita 3 3 3 l+ 3 3 3 3 3 2

Tarrw 3 I 3 5 3 4 3 4 4 I

Juó/r 3 4(3) 3 3<4, 3 4(3t 4 4(4t I 4(4)

IataI i e* I 4r4t 3 3(3) 3 4(3) 3 3(3) 3 3(tr,

Lisar 3 4(4, 3 4(4> 4 1&t 3 3(3) 3 3(4)

Legend: Post = parent responses after atterdarEe at one Cycte of the Progr€rn
() = parent resp(xlses after attendance at tx) Cycles of the Progran
o = parent is parent of tvir¡s
t 3 parent atteodd t¡.o Cyctes of the Progrdî
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PRE- ÀND POST CLIENT QT'ESTTONNÀTRE - RAYT DATA

QLESTION 11

Ct i ents
Cdrtåct lJith Other Parents Iuúer of Pårents

Pre Post Pre Pct

A[ iceo rdl Y=2 1

Carla rd) Y=2 3

Barryo I=0 I=0

Lizzy I=0 ll=0

Iarya I=0 rl)

Rita Y=2 Y=2 1 4+

Ta¡rlly X=0 I=0

JLdìf Y=2 Y=2 1+ l++(4t

IataI ie* Y=2 Y=2 2 2(3r

Lisa* Y=3 'l=2 2 2(3,

Legend: Post = parent resprxìses after atterìdance at (xE Cycte of the Progrilr
() - parent responses after atterdarrce at tt.() Cyctes of the Progrdn
O = parent is parett of t¡ains* = parent attended tr¡o Cyctes of the Progran
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Àppendi:< J

cLTENTS', SELF-RÀTrNG SCAI,E OF TIIETR COAL(S)
FOR II{DIVIDI'AI SESSIONS

Name3 Session:

Goal:

IIow cloee do you feel you came to meeting this goal in the session?

llade No Have gome Partially met Carne cloge ltlet my
progress new ideae my goal to meeting goal
toward for meeting ny goal for the
meeting my goal gesgion
my goal.

2nd Goal (If Applicable):

How cloee do you feel you came to meeting thie goal in the session?

1

llade No

Progresa
toward
meeting
my goal.

Eave some Partially met
new ideas my goal
for meeting
my goal

Came close llet my
to meeting goal
my goal for the

seesion
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Appendix K

gLTENT SÀTISFÀCTION AND FEEDBACK STIEEÎ FOR TNDIVIDT]ÀL SESSIONS

Ptease hetp to inprove future
questionnai re. Ptease ansrer

service to parents by conrpteting this
as candidty as possible.

1 Did you learn anythínq ner durinq the session? Yes No

2. [Jas today's topic relevant to your concenns?

1

Yes
2 3 4 5 6

NoSomeHhat

3. l,Jhat session routd you have liked to get out of the session but did not?

4- tJhat did you Iike best about the session?

5. Did meeting with the group leader and rith other parents teave you with a feeting of
support?

Yes 

- 

No 

- 
Your cofiments
pt ease:

6. llhat coutd the group teader do to be more hetpfut to members?

7. Do you have a topic that you t¡outd tike to have covened in a future session.

L Is this a convenient meeting time and/or location?

9. This is the: 1st _ Znd _ 3rd _ 4th _ 5th
óth time that you have attended the p¡ogram?

10. Do you have any other coÍments or suggestions? (Please use the back of the paper if
you need rnore space for your repLy.)
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¡.TODIFIED GROUP LEN)ERSHIP SKILLS RÀTING SCAI,E

item on a scale of 1 to 7.
I am very poor at this.
I am very good at this.

Appendix L

Rate each
l=
J=

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Active Lieteninq: I am able
and eubtle meeEages.

Clarifvinq: f can focus on

climate that wiII foster a willingness in
working after the session.

Group Leadership SkiJ.ls Rating Scale' Corey &

to hear and underÊtand both direct

underlying issues and assist others

oÈhers to continue

corey, 1977r.

to get a clearer picture of some of their conflicting feelings.

Sunnnarizinq: When I function as a group leader, I'm able to
identify key el-ements of a session and to present them as a
sununary of the proceedings.

Linkinq: I find ways of relating what one person is doing or
saying to the concerns of other members.

Supportinq: I'm usual).y able to telI when supporting another
will be productive and when it will be counterproductive.

Blockinq: I'm able to intervene successfully, without seeming to
be attacking, to stop counterproductive behaviours (such as gos-
siping, story telIing, and intellectualizing) in group.

Evaluatinq: r appraise ouùcomes when I'm in a group, and I make
some cornments concerning lhe ongoing process of any group f'm in.

Facilitatinq: In a group, I'm able to help others openly exPress
themselves and work through barriers to communication.

Empathizing: f can intuitively sense the subjective world of
others in a group, and I have the capacity to understand much of
what others are experiencing.

Terminatinq: At the end of group sessions, I'm able to create a

8.

o

10.

(Based on
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Appendix M

¡.IODIFIED CROUP LEN)ERSEIP SKILLS RÀTING SCÀLE - RÀW DÀTÀ

CÏCLE I

SESSTONS

I 2 3 4 5 6 Average Charrge

Active Listenirr 6-5 3-5 5 3 1.5 4-1 nla

Cl.ari fying 2 3 4 2-5 3 2-9 nla

5rm¡i2i¡¡g 3 3 4 3 4 3.4 nta

tir*ir¡9 5 4 5 4 1 4.4 nIa

Sl.forting 4 4 4.5 3 t+-5 4.0 nfa

Btocking 4 3 4 5 4 3.6 nta

Evatuating 3 3 I 3 3 3-2 nla

Faci t itating 4 l+ 5 2 5 I nla

Eqathizirg 3 3 4 3 I 3-4 nta

Teruinating 2-5 2 4 3 4 3.1 nta

CYCLE II

^ctive 
Listenim 5 | 5 lt+-5 i ¡ | s l¡.s 4-6 I o.S

C lari fyi ns t, | 3 ll-s I s | + I ¡ 3.e I r.o

Sun¡arizim 3.5 12-s ls.slE l¡ | ¡ 3.4 | o.o

tinkim 5:jl6ls.slsls.s 5.0 | o.¿

SLEortim _4=l- -l- - -4- - I -L-! - :" -L-! -i -r¡-..i-- - r 1-5 0.5

Btockim ! __ : _?.2 _ : - _4_ _ :, - !- -.i- - -¿- -..i-- - t 3.7 0.1

Evatt¡atim 4:2t.6:3:41,4 3.7 0.5

Faci I itatim t-_ _L _ _s_ _ _L _ -6_ _ -j- _ _5_ _ _j_ _ _s_ _ i_ _¿=: 1.5 0-5

Emathizino t=t - :- _ _4_ _ :-_ _5_ _.i- _ _6_ _..1_ - -c- - i- - f l+ -9 1.5

Terninating
I I

3!215t4l.313 3.3 o-2
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Ii¡ODIFIED GROTIP LEADERSHTP SKILLS RATTNG SCALE - RAVT DÀTA

suulfARY

SYCLE I SYCLE II CIIANGE

Overall Àverage of all Scores 3.6 4 -1, o-5
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Appendix N

fthen your ba.by wae discharged hooe did you feel that your ba.by'e
care and that your reeponeibilities were the saÍre as a parent with
a full-tem infant?

Yee - It wae roughly the ga.oe.

No - It ¡ras ære reeponsibility and ca¡e

Àt the present do you feel that your baby'a care and that your
reeponei.bilitiea are the aarDe aE¡ a Parent with a full-terIn infant?

Yes - It ie roughly the eame.

No - It wae ¡nore resPoneiòility and ca:re.

Did attending the meetinge leave you with:

Additional info¡uation about thie stage of parenting? Yee No

Feeling aupported after having talked to others in the progrâñ?
Yes No

Feeling more at eaee about your parenting of your prpmature
infant? Yes No

4-

Ê

Eow many eegeione did you attend?

Did you find the eeegione that you attended a worthwtrile ex-
perience? Yee No

Ilould you reco@tend the Program to other parents of preoature
infante? Yes No

If'you wanted to talk with another parent a.bout baby care etc., do
you feel that you would want to talk with:

1)

2l

3)

a-

b-

another parent of a preoaÈure infant?

Ànother palent with a baby? or

ft depends on Ey concernE¡-c-
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For.I,o¡r-ttP PRoGRÀ¡l JjîrfÊRvrÉ\,l - tE't FPnoxE sItR\/EY

8. Àpart fræ your baby's other parent or your relativeg, who ie your
main eource of euppoÉ and/or help with your baby?

9. Froo your ex¡rerience what would you say Parenta of promature
infante need once their baby cooes home froo hospital?
C@ent Pleaee:

10. Do you have conr¡ente or euggeetions about the progra-m?
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Appendix O

FOST PROGRÀM III'TERVIE¡{ - RÀIT DATA

CIient *t
Care at

Die-
charge

*2
Care at
Present

#3
Infor-
mation

a)
suP-
port

b)
At

Ease

c)
Broker

a9e

Alice O No, llore Yeg,
Sa.me

No Yes Yes Yêg

Carla No, llore No, llore YeB Yes YeB Yee

Barry O No, l{ore YeB,
Sâme

Yee Yea Yee Yes

Lízzy No, llore Yes,
Señe

Yes Yes No No

ltary O l{o, lllore Yee,
S¡me

Yes Yee No No

Rita No, Ìlore Yes,
Sâme

No Yeg Yes No

Ta.ÍÍny No, More Yeg,
Same

Yes Yee Yes No

JudY* Yes,
Sâme
(No'

Uore)

No, llore
(Yes,
Same)

Yes
(Yes)

Yeg
(Yes)

Yes
(Yes)

No
(No)

Natalie
*

No, llore
(No

Uore)

No, llore
( Yee,
Same)

Yes
(Yes)

ïes
(Yes)

Yes
(Yes)

No
(Yee)

Liea* No, llore
(No,

Uore)

Yes,
Same
(Yes,
Same)

Yes
(Yes)

Yee
(Yes)

Yea
(Yes)

No
(Yes)

Legend: * = Attended both Clrcles ( ) = 2nd C¡rcle Reeponse
O = Had llvcins



FosT PRocRAü rN:rERvfElr - RÀft DATA (Continued)

Cl-ient t4
Seeeiong
Àttended

*s
florth-
while

#6
Recomend

t7
Talk llith

t8
Source of
Support

A1ice I 4 Yeg Yes Depende Friends

Ca¡1a 4 Yes Yeg Premature Friende

Barry O 3 ïes Yee Depende Books

LLzzy 3 Yes Yes Pramature Friendg

t{ary O 1 Yes Yes Depends Pedia-
trician

Rita 1 Yes ïes Premature Friende

Tamy 2 Yes Yes Depende Friend

Judy* 3
(3)

Yes
(Yes)

Yes
(Yes)

Depende
(Depende)

Friende
(Friende)

Natalie
*

5
(6)

Yes
(Yes)

Yes
(Yes)

Premature
(Premature

)

Friend
(Friend)

Lisa* 5
(4)

Yes
(Yes)

Yes
(Yes)

Premature Friend
(Friend)

* = Attended both Cycles ( ) = 2nd Cycle Response O = Ead Twins
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Ouestion #9: From your experience what would you say pÊrrente need once

their baby comee home from hospital. germnent please.

Ali¿e: No Comment

Carla: They need more support while baby is in hospital and support

when baby comes home.

Barry: Support and encouragement.

Lizzyz They need more information about premature babies.

Mary: They need good famiJ-y support. It took me two months to

realize that my babies weren't going to be frag.iJ.e and break.

Rita: You need clothes that are smalL enough to fit a premature



Tammy:

Judy:

NataL ie:

baby. They need

L57

counselling. I didn't get enough

development wouLd betime/counselling to let me know that his

delayed.

They need lots of support and reassurance that they're OK. I

blamed myself that she was born premature. Now f know that

this is just something that happened.

(From Cycle I) You need confidence. A group is ;really good

because it helps explain why baby does what he does.

(From Cycle II) Parents need a parent group whether it is for

prematures or not. A parent group helps you become more con-

fident. And it helps to know that others are going through

the same things.

(From Cyc)-e I) They need contact with other preemie mothers

because preemies are totally different I from full-time

infantsl. They need to have confidence to be able to ignore

stupid comments. You need to be able to pl-ease yourself.

You're the only one who knows your baby. You algo need a good

paediatrician or a good public health nurse.

(From Cycle II) You need someone to caLl to help or someone

to talk to if you had a bad day. You also need to educate

other fami)-y members about the amount of time that it takes to

care for a preemie baby. And that you won't be able to do

things socially for awhil-e.

(From Cycle f) Reassurance about what is normal behaviour and

development for a preemie. You know in your head that what

your child is doing is oK but you have to hear it from both

Lisa:



Ouestion #10

Aií¿e:

Carfa:

friends and doctors.

are excellent.
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The development teete they do on babiee

(From Cycle II) They need Eupport and they need information

about how as preemie ie different from a full-term baby.

Parents aleo need a lot of positive reinforcement to combat

what some other people wiII say to you about your baby being

s }ow.

Do you have comente or euggestione about the progrem.

I enjoyed meeting other parents and gaining some insight about

how they vrere feeling. ft was good to have babies of

different ages present. We didn't alurays get the informaÈion

covered and that wasn't so good, but people wanted to talk and

f guess that you can't do both. The session on nutrition was

the besÈ. Àre you going to do the groups in the summer?

The friendship from other mothers in the groups has been

great. Ànother mother leant me preemie-slze baby clothes and

she helped me out a loÈ. I got to know two of the other

mothers really wel-I. I wouldn't have known them if it wasn't

for the group. f brought my sister to a group meeting so my

family could understand what it is like to have preemie and

why she takes up all my t j.me. I haven't gotten a lot of

support from my husband or my family. the meetings were the

only time I got out socially. I'd like to have everyone over

to my place for a barbecue this summer.

It l.ras nice to be able to get out with the family. There

reaJ-ly aren't many pl.aces you can go with a baby. It r.ras

Barry:



LLzzy z

Mary:

Rita:

1s9

wonderful to Eee the other babies and to know that they're

healthy. It makes me feel tbat things will be oK for our

daughtere too. Having twine is a double responsibility and

having prematurity and twins ie even more responsibility.

Sometimes the group needed to stay on topic a bit more.

I would have liked to have had a session on infant firet aid.

It would be nice to get together in six months or Eo and see

how everyone is doing.

I found the one-to-one contact with you in hospital to have

been the most helpful. I don't know what I would have done if

you didn't come along. The books you suggested were great.

Once both babies got home I $ras too busy to have time to

attend anything. If I had gone to more meetings I probably

would have made more connections. The hospital makes you

think that everything has to be so sterile with the babies.

I really needed to hear my paediatrician tell me that it was

oK for people to handle the babies.

I'd like to aee the program incLude something for single

parents. It's not easy to be a single parent and to be the

mother of a preemie. I think the time he needed to spend in

hospital made things harder. It's hard to find a baby sitter

competent at looking after a preemie. f wanted to have gone

to more meetings but the roads were bad.

I went to two sessions. The one on infant development and the

l-ast one. In the first meeting I thought the group was just

a bunch of women sitting around talking about their babies.

Tammy:



Judy:

Natalie:
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That was alright I guess. I liked the last eession better.

It had more structure. I liked the exercise we had at the

beginning. f don't usually talk in groups, but you got to

everybody in the group and everyone was talking. I really

liked seeing the fathers there. f wish that I had brought my

husband.

(From Cycle I) fts good to aee others with a preemie baby.

It makes you feel more comfortable. The other mothere were

great. they gave me confidence to handle questions from my

family about my preemie baby. fts hard to explain to your

family that there is more to a premature baby than just being

smaLl.

(From Cycle II) It felt good to get together with other

parents of preemie babies. I compared my baby to other

preemie babies and f knew that my baby was doing welL. It

made me feel well good.

(From Cycte I) No one appreciates what a premature baby does

like another preemie mom. Its good to hear praise Iabout your

babyl from a friend but you need to hear it from a profes-

sional too. This is what helps you to relax [as a parent].

I'm surprised about how littl-e time f have for myself. I

realize that she won't be at this stage forever so f try to

make the most of it.

(From Cycle II) I really l-iked going to the group. I hope

that I was able to help out some of the neu¡er mothers. Your

welcome to pass on my name if you do the group again and some
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mothers need someone to call for support. It htas too bad that

everyone wasn't there for the last meeting. I didn't get a

chance to 6ay good-bye to _ and _. Maybe we could get

together later and maybe have a poÈ-luck Eupper or eomething.

(From Cycle I) Keep the evening format but open the group up

to parents of babies up to a year old. lVhen the baby is

really young you don'|' go out of the house. You don't really

start taking the baby out a lot until he is about three months

old. We need better weather for the meetings.

(From Cycle II) I like the group better when its a small-er

size about 5-6 people. That r^tay everyone gets to talk. When

the group is bigger [10 pereons] its nice to meet everybody

but everybody doesn't get a chance to talk. My husband liked

the meeting he went to. He said that if there h¡ere more

meetings that he would probably go.
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Appendix P

CTIENT PROFILES

4. Rita is a single parent in her early thirties. This ie her first

baby. Rita attended only one session of the program. She lives a three

hour drive north of Winnipeg. Rita attended the first eession in Cycle If

with a friend. Her son, Ivan, was born at 34 weeks gestaÈion.

In the session Rita came across as very self-assured. She seemed

very determined not to have Ivan's prematurity influence his development.

While Rita expressed how very much she wanted to have a baby she indicated

that she was determined not to have the baby restrict her lifestyJ-e. She

would take Ivan along for cycling and training for a marathon in the

spring. In all, Rita seemed to have some unrealistic expectation about

how a baby, especially a premature baby impacts on a parents' lifestyJ-e.

The other mother's in the session seemed unsettled by Rita's

approach to caring for her baby. It was difficult to make connection

between Rita and the others. The student had some concerns about Rita's

including the baby on her exercise reglme etc. and wondered how Rita would

adjust if/when the baby did not cooperate with her plans. The coll-ective

could have been very helpful to Rita developing more realistic

expectations around parenting her infant. Unfortunately, Rita did not

return to the program.

At the time of the post-program evaluation, Rita expressed that she

would have liked to attend more sessions but was unable to do so as the

(winter) roads were bad. Although she had found the last week was

somewhat stressful as lvan had the chicken pox, Rita felt that she was

managing baby care very well. Rita told the student that she fel"t she had
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not been given enough information in hospital about how prematurity

effects a baby's development. It Eeems that Rita had found that Ivan's

development was delayed and that she did have to curtail some of her ac-

tivities because of the baby. Rita also confided that she no longer had

the practical help from friends as she did when Ïvan first came home from

hospital. It seems that Rita would have enjoyed and benefitted from the

collectivity if she had been able to come out to more sessions. Her pre-

and post program questionnaire score remained relatively unchanged.

5. Tamy has two other children, this is her first premature baby.

Tammy is in her late twenties, married and is staying home to care for the

children. She has a history of. miscarriages, this however, did not

present as an issue for Tammy in the collective. Tammy attended two

sessions in Cycle II with a friend.

At the first session Tammy looked progressively more tired as the

meeting continued. Tammy said that her baby, Jennifer, was born at 32

weeks gestation and was discharged after onJ-y two weeks in hospital-. Tammy

said that Jennifer had slept almost the whol-e time she was in hospital and

that this had left her unprepared for Jennifer's irritability and

sleeplessness at home. Tammy said that caring for this baby was much more

difficult than caring for her two other children who were full-term

infants. Tammy came to the session to find out if the other mothers were

finding their infants irritable. Just as Tammy was beginning to connect

with the other mother's Present, her baby Jennifer became very fussy and

Tammy and her friend felt that they had to l-eave.

Tammy and her friend returned for the final session. Tammy nor¡,

looked happy and rested. She cheerfully reported that Jennifer had begun
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sleeping through the nights and that she $ras now much less irritable

during the days. Tammy was very outgoing in this session and seemed to

enjoy sharing experiences with the other parents.

There uras a definite difference in Tammy over time. This was most

likely due to the improvement in her baby's disposition. fn part, it may

have also be related to Tammy coming to term6 with her baby's prematurity.

At the time of the program evaluation Tamrny said that parente with

premature babies need ]ots of support and reassurance that they're doing

okay. Tammy Eaid that she had blamed herself for the baby's prematurity

but has since realized that this is something that just happened.

Vùhile it cannot be certain, it is possible that lammy's relatively

short involvement in the. program may have helped normalize the experience

of having a premature infant. Tammy's scores on the pre-and post parent

questionnaire showed a modest improvement of +2

6. Lízzy was a relatively guiet participant in the program. Lizzy and

her husband's baby was born at 29 weeks gestation and came home after 9

weeks in hospital. Lízzy had been recruited by the sÈudent. Lizzy had

several in-hospital" and pre-group (telephone) contacts with the student

before she came out to the program.

Lizzy first attended Session three and then Sessions Five and Six in

CycIe If. Atthough she certainly seemed to enjoy listening to the

experiences of the parenls, LLzzy seldom engaged in conversations with the

other parents at break time or after the meetings. Ltzzy seemed to be

most comfortable talking to the student on a one-to-one before the start

of the sessions. The student made several attempts to help
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LLzzy tatk erith other parents but ehe geemed to remain on just the outside

of the collective. This did not Beem to be a problem for LLzzy. Àt the

program evaluation LLzzy suggested that. the collective have a reunion at

a Ìater date.

LLzzy appeared Èo feel- confident and at eae¡e in the care of her

infant. She had a relatively high pre-program questionnaire Ecore of 32

that remalned unchanged over the program. One possible reason for the

stability in LLzzy's score \^tas that at the onset of Cycle II she had

perceived herself as managing weÌ} erith the baby and this did not diminish

over time . LLzzy 's overall score would have been higher excePt for her

perception of a lack of support for professionaL Persons since her baby

was discharged. LLzzy had not received a visit from a public health nurse

either before or afÈer he infant was discharged home.

LLzzy reported that her husband Dave was a great source of help and

Eupport Èo her with the baby. Her husband was at home on workers'

compensation. She saw this as a fortunate coinciderre as she had been

having periodic aal.I bladder attacks. LLzzy felt more secure knowing that

Dave was at home and available to both her and the baby.

'1. ltarl, attended the program just before one of her Èwins was

discharged from hospital. ¡{ary is married, in her early thirties and

employed !n her professionaf career. Mary had an uncomPlicated pregnancy
;

and was shôcked when she delivered her twin Eons almost two months early.

The student had Èwo extended pre-program contacts with I'lary while l{ary

herself was still in hospiÈal from her delivery. ft was the student's

perception that Hary used these contacts to help come Èo terms with her

Ëon,s pre-term delì.very. Hary had been referred to the program by one of
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her babies nurses in the Neonatal- Intensive Care Unit

Mary came out Èo Session Two in Cycle I. Mary perceived herself as

having gained support and information from this one session. Mary met a

coupi-e whose son had also been born at almost t,he same age as her twins.

The couple had broughÈ their S-week old son to the meeting. The baby was

doing very well and Mary seemed gratified that if their son did well then

so woul-d her twins. This couple and the oÈher parents reassured Mary that

her anxiety and concerns for her babies was val-id and something that they

too had experienced.

During the post-program evaluation Mary indicated that she would

have Liked to have attended additional sessions but that she was finding

it almost impossible to leave the house. The twins required much more

time and energy than she had expected. Her Pre- and Post Program scores

showed an increase of +2 but like the other two parents of twins her

scores $¡ere among the lowest in the program. Like the other parents of

twins, Mary also reported a decrease in her satisfaction with her personal

and family life.

Mary is an example of a parent who mighÈ attend the program for a

specific purpose (i.e., vaLidation, normalizat,ion) and then move. on

once that purpose has been met. By the presence of the other parenÈs and

their infants Mary had proof that premature infants do thrive and this may

have been enough to meet what this parent needed from the program.

8. Judy's baby was very easy

became more demanding over time.

AIex attended three sessions in

to car.e for at the time of discharge but

Judy and her husband Rick and their baby

Cycle I and Èwo sessions in Cycle II.
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They are an attractive couple in their late twenties. They appeared to be

a }ot of eupport between the couple and it was evident that the couple had

a good support network.

Judy had a history of eeveral miscarriages. She and her husband

eeemed very relieved when their first child, Alex, was born healthy at 34

weeks gestation. on the pre-group data collection sheet Judy indicated

thaÈ she did not find the baby's birth or first week at home to have been

very stressful.

Judy and Rick indicated that they attended the group to meet other

parents who were also caring for a premature infant. They interacted

easily with other parents and participated openly in the sessions. Judy

and Rick consulted with other parents when their son had his first illness

and when they were considering starting AIex on solid foods. Judy had

later voiced that the collective had helped her to feel more comfortable

and confident as a ner,¡ parent. Judy appeared to use the group to

supplement her or,rn support network.

This couple coped well with caring for their son and with other

stresses such as the death of Rick's mother during the time of the

program. fn the collective, Judy had the highest pre-prograa ques-

tionnaire score of 39 and the highest post-program of 42. The acores

suggest that Judy had made a successful adapt,ation to parenthood.

9. Natalie's first child róras a prematue baby and was born eight years

ago. Natalie's second baby was also born premature. Natalie is married,

in her early thirties and attended the program in both Cycle I and Cycle

II for a total of eleven sessions. Natalie's husband Robert looked after

the couple's eight year oJ-d daughter eo that Natalie could attend the
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program with the baby and with her friend Lisa. Natalie's husband Robert

came out for the final session of CycJ-e fI.

Natalie's daughter Elizabeth was born at 33 weeks gestation and came

home after three weeks in hospital. Natalie's baby was five months old at

the time of the first session. Natalie had been recruited to the program

by her Public Health Nurse.

Natalie presented as a very competent mother. fn both Cycle I and

Cycle II she participated readily in the sessions. Natalie'e motivation

for attending sessions was to meet other parents of premature babies.

Although Natalie appeared to have a sizeable social network it seemed that

she was unable to find the support that she need around parenting her new

premature infant within this network. For Natatie caring for a premature

infant r,ras very different from a full-term infant.

Aside from sharing everyday experiences Natalie would share some

personal information such as feeling hurt about a lack of understanding

from some rel-atives and friends about the baby's prematurity, Iingering

sadness about miscarriages she had sustained and the difficulties around

making a decision about whether or not to return to work. Natalie alluded

to having had a mild postpartum depression with this baby. However she did

not. discuss this issue openly and would only make vague references to it

if another mother raised the subject.

Natalie readily reached out to the other parents in the program.

She was a slrmpat,het,ic listener and would share her own experiences with

other parents if she thought that it would be a help to them.

Natalie appeared to have found the social support she was looking

for within the program. Her scores on the cfient questionnaire eupport
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this hypotheses. Natarie'g scores were 31 for the pre-program Ê¡core, 35

for the end of cycle r and 37 at the end of cycle rr. NataLie had

attended the most number of sessions and she had also a score that ehowed

the greatest individual improvement in the program.
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Appendix Q

BROKER.AGE SERVICES îO PROGRÀI.I tlEl,lBERS

CLIENT TII,ÍE OF SERVICES
RENDERED

AGENCIES RECOI'${ENDED TO CLIENT

Alice During Program + Post-Partum Stress Program
r Counselling through Family
Services of Winnipeg

Carla During Program and
Follow-up Evaluation

+ AlAnon
ì Alcohol Foundation of
Manitoba
ì Inter-Faith Pastoral Care
Counselling Services

Barry FoIlow-up EvaLuation Ð MELD, A Parenting Program

Lizzy N/A N/A

Mary Follow-up Evaluation -r Homemaker through Family
Services of tlinnipeg

Rita N/A N/A

Tammy Follow-up Evaluation -r Y Neighbours, A.Social Group
for Mothers
-t Homemaker through Family
Services of Winnipeg

Judy N/A N/A

Natalie N/A N/A

Lisa N/A N/A
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Appendix R

OT,TLINE OF FORITIÀT FOR INDIVIDTIÀL SESSIONS

TTEI.I coÈtÈtEt{Ts

Introduction (20
Minutes)

O State the purpose of the progr¿rm
0 fntroduce the eession topic
O Joining Exercise
0 Introduce mpmtrers to each other
O Outline the agenda for the eeggion

Selected Topic
( 15 ltinutes )

O Leader or guest speaker makes a brief
presentation on choeen topic. Thie may
include a group exercise related to the
topic.

Discussion Related
to Topic
(15 Èlinutes)

0 lfemhers are asked to share experiences
related to the choeen topic.

Break
(15 ltinutee)

l Juice and cookiee are gerved
O This is a time for parents to socialize

and make connectione with each ot.her on
their own.

Open Discussion
(2O ltinutes)

O Parents were encouraged to raise any quea-
tione or concerns that they had. gues-
tione were ue¡ually answered by other
parente in the çJroup.

Closing and
Evaluation
(15 llinutes)

Leader gurmnarizes theme and content of the
seeeion including individual igsues raised
by the parents.
Leader encourages parente to see each
other as sourcee of support.
Leader introducee topic of next session.
Leader asks participants to complete and
return parent feedback eheete.
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Title:

'!g!l-gs!-EÞ.' Parentg are
asked to bring in a picture of
their baby during hoepitalization
and a picture of baby eince dis-
charge home- This gession will
look back on bringing the ba-by
home from the hospital and the
changee in your life since that
time.

Appendix S

Title:

'Xry5!j!@.' Parente are
aeked to bring in a picture of
their baby during hospitalization
and a picture of baby since die-
charge home. this seseion will
look back on bringing the baby
home from the hospital and the
changes in your life since that
time.

OVERVIEIÙ OF PROGRÀI,Í SESSIONS

PurDose:

> For parente to ehare their ex-
¡rerience of the premature birth
of their baby

> To build linke between mpmters
to help parents to recognize that
others have had a si¡ilar ex-
¡rerience

> To diecuss concerns parente
have around caring for ba-by at
home

> To validate the individual ex-
periencee of the parents

Purpose:

> For parente to ehare their ex-
perience of the premature birth
of their baby

> To build }inke between memberg
to help parents to recognize that
others have had a eimilar ex-
perience

> To digcuae¡ concerns parents
have around caring for baby at
home

> To validate the individual
periences of the parente

I
I
I

J-
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Format of the Preeentation

> À group diecueeion wae planned.

Themes Raised by Xembers

Àttendance

> No parents were in attendance,
this wae poeeibly due to not
having allowed enough time for
the distri-bution of the progr¡rm
p¡mphlets.

Fomat of the Presentation

> Diecuesion group

> Parentg brought in photoe from
their baby'e hoepitalization.
Thie provided a low riek meane to
talk about their experiencee.
The photoer were algo ueed to help
parente recognize the progreee
the babiee had made gince birth

{--------
Themes raised bv members

> Fear that ba-by nay develop neút
medical probleme

> Feel-ing low about having been
phyeically separated fron baby
during hoepitalization

> Difficulty being around other
mothers of full-term.babies,
especially during maternity con-
¡i¡pment

> Feeling relieved to finally
have baby at home but needing
reacsurance that their care of
ba-by is appropriate

I
I
I
Il

> What ie colic? 9fhat can one do
about it?

Àttendance

> 3 mons and 2 babies

> 2 sup¡nrt pereone

Regrete
I
I

l>2mome
I
I
I

| > 2 couplee
l-------------

OVERVIEÍI OF PROGRÀI,Í SESSTONS



oVERVIE¡{ oF PRæRAtt¡ SESSIoNS

Take Home Regource Haterial

Poens from -Newborn Intengive
Share- by Susan Erling

'Îake l{crme Tlegôrrrr:e Hateria'l

'Ànd Ba-by makeg . . . .' by
Cheryl Eawkee, Canadian Livinq,
15(11) Nov '9O
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TitIe:

-Infant Stimulation and Develop-
q!_' An occupational Therapiet
will be present to diecuse
develo¡ment of the prenature in-
fant and demonstrate ¡nsitioning
and handling techniquee to
interact and 'play' with your
baby.

Purpose:

> For parente to voice their
queetions and concerne about the
phyeical develo¡ment of premature
infants.

> To provide general information
about infant sti-Eulation and
develo¡ment in order to assist
parente in forming realistic ex-
pectations around their infant'e
develo¡ment.

> To illustrate means of
gtimulating premaÈure babiee
through play and handling techni-
ques

> For parents to receive reas-
surance from other parente that
their infant is progressing 'no-
mally' for a premature infant.

TitIe:

'Infant Stimulation and
Develoment.' Art Occupational
Therapiet will be preeent to die-
cuee develo¡ment of the premature
infant and demonetrate
poeitioning and handling techni-
quee to interact and 'play' with
your baby.

Purpoee:

> For parents to voice their
queetione and concerne about the
phyeical develo¡ment of premature
infants.

> To provide general information
about infant stimulation and
develo¡ment in order to aesist
parente in forming realistic ex-
pectations around their infant's
develo¡ment-

> To illustrate meang of
sti-Eulating premature babies
through play and handling techni-
quea

to receive reae-
other parents that
is progreesing 'no-
premature infant.



OVERVIEÍI OF PROGRAT{ SESSIONS

Format of the Presentation

> The guest epeaker, an oc-
cupational therapiet, came to the
group and gave a formal presen-
tation of develolment and to
demonstrate age appropriate play
and handling techniquee with
babieg-

> some group diecussion.

> Itse of additional materials;
overheade, infant toys.

Themeg raiged bv membere

> The care of a premature infant
differs from that of a full-term
infant even after diecharge from
hospital

> gleight gain of the infante

> Dealing with the reactions and
comentg by relatives and friends
around baby'e eLze and delayed
develo¡ment (due to prematurity)

> Feelinge of sadness and loeg
from earlier stil-lbirthe and mis-
carriages

> A queetion a.bout how long does
one need to correct baby'e
phyeicaÌ develo¡ment for
prematurity.
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Format of the Preeentation

> À gueet speaker, an oc-
cupational therapist' came to the
group to give a formal presen-
tation of develo¡ment and to
demonetrate age appropriate PIay
and handling techniguee with
babies.

> some group digcusgion.

> IJse of additional materialei
overheade, infant toye.

Themee raised bv members

> The babiee Erre more difficult
to care for than the parents had
anticipated.

> Infant crying and infant
soothing technigues-

> The etresg of trying to care
for baby in hoepital, especially
when baby wae attached to
monitors, etc-

> Different babiee have different
preferences for interaction

> Realization that others in the
çtroup have a difficult-to-care-
for baby.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

J-
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OVERVIETI OF PROGRAITT SESSIONS

Àttendance

> 4 mome

>1dad

> 3 babiee

Reqrets

>1mom

> 1 couple

Take Home Regource llaterial

'Ineighte into Child Develo¡ment;
Infant Stimulation - - - toye,
Classes and Parent Reaction.' by
William sears, Ìl.D- in EeÞJ__!elb,
July 1986

Handout on Fine llotor and Grose
llotor Develo¡nent in Infants.

Black and lthite ltobile cut out.

Àttendance

> 4 mong

> 4 ba-biee

Take llome Reeource Haterial

'Ineighte into Child Development;
Infant Stimulation - - - toys,
Clagses and Parent Reaction." by
William Sears, lil.D. in Ba-bv Talk,
July 1986

Handout on Fine Hotor and Grose
llotor Develo¡ment in Infante.

Black and White l¡tobile cut out.

Title:

a

Premature Babv. Comrunitv
Regourceg. ' lthat wae your
child'e reaction to the early
arrival of the new baby and the
dieruptions in your home life?
Thie session will aleo discues
cor¡munity ree¡ourcec and programs
availal¡Ie for fa-miliee-

Title:

'@"Doeg
a baby's prematurity influence
weight gain or when solids are
introduced into the diet? 9that
a-bout parents' nutritional neede?

I A dietician will be preeent to
I digcuse these and other general
I

I queetione.
I
I

J-----------



OVERVTET{ OF PROGRÀI.I SESSIONS

PurDoge

> Thig geseion focugeg on
eiJclings ae while the birth of a
new baby createe a disruption in
their lives, the hospitalization
of a premature baby can com¡rcund
this effect.

> some parente may feel very
protective of the preoature baby-
Thig seeeion explores parent's
feelinge al¡out eiblings interac-
ting with the new baby

> thio eession also looks at com-
munity re€¡ourcee¡ available to
families with young children

Format of the Pregentation

> Short presentation followed by
discuesion group with parents.

> llaterialg used in the precen-
tation include a collection of
pamphlets on a broad range of
services to families from
homemaker eervices to Children'e
museum, etc.
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PurDose

> To addreEE concerns parente may
have around feeding and weight
gain of their baby. Because of
other baby's prematurity the
usual gruides to infant nutrition
may need to be adjueted for theee
babieo-

> To correct any dietorted infor-
mation parente may have around
feeding of infants.

> To provide parents an oppor-
tunity to 'Check Out' how other
parente handled iseues around
feeding, etc.

Format of the Presentation

> The gueet speaker, a public
health nurse, gave a.very ehort
presentation on infant feeding
with the majority of time given
to a queetion and ane¡rder period.
À hoepital dietician erae present
to eupplement information given
by the public health nuree.
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The¡nee raiged bv memberg

> Feeling tired from the conetant
care baby requiree.

> Difficulties getting fathers to
help out more with baby.

> Problems in relationehipa with
relativee-

> Feelinge of eadneee and loss
over that linger from miecar-
riages and stillbirthe.

> Feelings pleaeed with baby's
phyeical develo¡ment

Àttendance:

> 2 momg

> 2 babies

Reqrets None

Themee raieed bv members

> Can preoccupation with a
prpmature b.l'y'e weight gain lead
to overfeeding the ba-by?

> Parents have a need for infor-
mation about caring for baby post
diecharge from hoepital

> tlhen is it appropriate to calÌ
a public health nurse or doctor
with one's concerns about baby
care?

> Eow to eooth cranky or colicky
babies.

> Parents identified that they
have a need to feel eup¡lorted, to
get out of the houee, to get more
eleep.

Àttendance:

> 7 moms

> 3 dads

> 5 babies (one

Reqrets None

set of twine)

OVERVIEÍ{ OF PROGRAü SESSIONS
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O\'ERVIEþI OF PROGRÀ¡.I SESSIONS

Take Home Reeource llaterial

> -.fealousy E Sibling Rivalry.
Ìlanitoba Government pamphlet

> Siblinge: Eow to Eelp Your
Child Àccept the New Baby -
Source unknown

> Panphlets
ces

corrrnunity ree¡our-

Take Home Resource llaterial

> One to Grow On: Infant Feeding
Guide for Parents. llanitoba
Health Department.

> Blend on Foods for Bal¡iee and
Eow to Buy Con¡nercial Baby Foods.
Eandoutg from the Public Eealth
Department.

> Excerpt on 'Beginning Solide'
from the Premat,ure Ba-l¡v Book by
Helen Earrigon.

Session 4 Seesion 4

TitIe:

'@lgjsegteEg.' The joy of
having baby come home can give
way to fatigue, feeling ieolated
and ongoing worries. Learning to
take care of oneeelf is an in-
direct but vital neane¡ of taking
care of one's baby.

Title:

'&.a.Le_ËcagreEg-' The joy of
having baby come home can give
way to fatigue, feeling isolated
and ongoing worriee- Learning to
take care of oneeelf is an in-
direct but vital meanE¡ of taking
care of one's baby.
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Purpoge:

> This eeseion provides parente
with the opportunity for
validation and eup¡nrt around the
difficult role of caring for a
premature, high-neede baby.

> To allow for parente to vent
feelinge about needing to con-
tinue to be available and care
for baby even when they are
fatigrued and/or facing other
demande.

> To help parents identify what
contributes to feeling tired and
stress, and to identify what
stregsors can be avoided or
reduced.

> To agsiet parents in finding
their ordn ways of caring for
themselves while caring for baby

Purpoge:

> Thie eeesion provides parents
with the opportunity for
validation and sup¡nrt around the
difficult. role of caring for a
prenature, high-needs baby.

> To allow for parents to vent
feelinge about needing to con-
tinue to be available and care
for ba-by even when they are
fatigrued and/or facing other
demands.

> 1o help parente identify what
contributes to feeling tired and
stress, and to identify what
etressors can be avoided or
reduced.

> To agsist parents in finding
their ohrn ways of caring for
themselvee while caring for baby

Format of the Presentation

> Short preeentation foll-owed by
group exerciges and discuseion-

> llemhera completed a short sur-
vey a.bout self-care and lietened
to a relaxation tape.

Format of the Presentation

> Short presentation fol-lowed by
group participation in an exer-
cise a) to identify what makes
then feel etreesed, b) to iden-
tify neans of dealing with on-
going streases, c) to identify
ways to feel relaxed

> Aeked membere to identify one
thing that they could do to take
better care of themgelvee aE¡ a
parent.

> [rse of extra materials: flip
chart.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

.L

O\IERVIE¡{ OF PROGRÀ¡.T SESSTONS
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OVERVIET{ OF PROGRAI.I SESSIONS

Thenee Raiged bv ¡.leûbere

> Coping with post-parium blues
or depreseion

> Coping with baby'e firet
illneee after diecharge from
hospital

> Feeling unorganized and often
very tired becauge baby care
takee up most of your time.

> It helpg to know that you're
not the only one having a rough
time caring for baby

thenes Raieed bv Hemberg

> This is a etreesful time on a
couple's relationehip

> Ite difficult to etop feeling
alwaya reeponeible and to take a
break from baby care

> Coping with infant crying is
streeeful-

> Fear that while baby ie healthy
now, a new threat to baby'e
heaLth could ariee, i.e. SIDS

> that talking about concerne
with other parente helps to al-
leviate stress.

Attendance:

> 3 moms

>1dad

> 3 babiee

Reqreta None

Àttendance:

> 4 momg

> 2 dads

> 5 babiee

Regrets 1 mom

Talrc Flomc RêH.ìrrr.!ê ìlaferial

> 5O flaye to Beat Streee by
Andrew E. Slaby, Source Unknown

> Handoutg from the Canada Mental
Health Àgeociation

Take Hcrme Rescrurce Material

> 5O 9laye to Beat Stress by
Andrew E. Slaby, Source Unknown

> Handouts from the Canada l{ental-
Health Àesociation

Title:

'BdLe@.' Do you have
questions about bonding with
bùy, changes in your relation-
ehip with your partner, friends,
or relativee? Eow are you
feeling about youreelf as a
parent?

Title:

'&Lgtiqnghip..' Do you have
guestions about bonding with
baby, changes in your relation-
ehip with your partner, friende'
or relatives? How are you
feeling about yourself as a
parent?



O\/ERVIEW OF PROGRAI.I SESSTONS

Purpose:

> For parents to recognize that
caring for baby impacte on their
relationships with others. To
enabl-e parents to ex¡llore their
feelinge regarding E¡âme.

> To encourage parente to recog-
nize the need to reconnect with
each other as a 'couple' after
baby's birth and discharge from
the hospital

> For parente to learn from each
other about waye to cope with
their preaent eituation

Format of the Preeentation

> Short preeentation with
digcuegion

grouP
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Purpose:

> For parents to recognize that
caring for baby impacts on their
relationships with othere- To
enable parents to explore their
feelings regarding Érame-

> To encourage parents to recog-
nize the need to reconnect with
each other a€¡ a 'couple' after
baby's birÈh and discharge home
from hospital.

> For parente to Iearn from each
other about waye to cope with
their preeent eituation

Format of the Presentation

> Group discugsion with a group
exercige that had memherg respond
to a geries of vignettee on the
topic of changeg in relationshipe
following birth of a ba-by-

> AIeo, 6amhg¡
video on infant
meeting.

choose to view a
aging during this
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Themee Raieed bv llembere

> Breagt feeding iseues.

> Feeling ieolated, Ioee of a
social life.

> Need to help fatherg to
recognize the importance of their
role in caring for baby

> Feeling unsupported by eome
friends and acquaintancee when
you're grieving a miecarriage

Attendance:

> 2 moms

> 2 babies

Reqrets

>1mom

>1dad

Themee Raieed bv Uembers

> Exploration a¡ound poet-parium
depression and conmunity resour-
cee about sa.Be.

> Being phyeically separated from
babiee following a difficult
Iabour (reeolution of la-bour ig-
euee)

> Little time or enerçry for in-
ti-macy with one'e partner

> This ie a physically and
emotionally demanding time for
parente.

Attendance:

> 3 momg

>1dad

> 4 babiee

Reqrets

> 3 moms

1 dad
I
I
¡
Ir--

OVERVIEW OF PROGRA}I SESSIONS



Title¡

'Parents' Choice.' Do you have a
topic that you would like covered
in thie sesgion? The subject for
this geseion wiII be gelected
form parents suggestions.

Subject Chosen: 'The Partnership
Between Parents and l{edical Staff
Írhile Baby is in Hospital .'

Purpose:

> To help parents to resolve any
unanErdered queetions a-bout baby's
hoepitalization.

> To let parents know that
hoepital etaff continue to care
al¡out the babies after discharge
form hospital

> To review t,hemee that were
raised during group seseions.

> To terminate as a çtroup.
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Title:

'Parentg' Choice.' Do you have a
topic that you would Iike covered
in this session? The subject for
thie eesgion wiII be selected
form parents suggegtione.

Subject Chosen:
in the Home.'

-Infant Safety

PurDoge:

> the topic infant aafety was
chosen to help parente identify
the need to begin to child-proof
their home even before their ba-by
begins to r¡alk.

> Àleo the topic encourages
parents to look at their child as
active and growing and is a focug
away from the hoepitalization of
the early birth.

> To review themes that were
raised during the group aessions.

> To te¡minate aE¡ a group.

OVERVIETT OF PROGR.âT.I SBSSIONS

Take Home Regource lfateriale

> 'How Criticism Chipe Àway at a
lfarriage' by Catherine Findlay in
9torkinq Uother, Nov 1990

> 'Still cot That Loving Feeling'
by Eleanor Barringrton in Todav'g
Eea}th, Àpril, 1991

> Eo¡¡ a Eueband Can Support hie
llife' by Peter J. Dloses in Inten-
eive Carinq Unlimited,
January/Februar¡r, 1986
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Format of the Pregentation

> Gueet epeaker, the Aesietant
Eead Nuree in Intermediate Care
Nureing, St. Boniface General
Hospital cane in to epeak to the
parente.

> Group diecuesion

> Time for eocialization

Themes Raiged bv Membere

> Parents need to know their
righte as parents.

> Need for support of breast
feeding.

> Happy about this baby but sad-
nese from earlier miscarriages
Iingere

> Ite reagguring to talk with
other parents of premature bal¡iee

For:mat of the Preeentation

> Short preeentation

> Group diecussion

> Group pictures were taken

> Itse of additional materiale:
various items deeigned for infant
safety were brought in for
demonstration purposesr câmera

Themeg Raised bv lifembers

> Infant teething

> Difficulties finding baby eit-
ters capabl-e of caring for a
prcmature baby

> Caring for baby get easier ae
baby maturee

ft is helpful to compare one's
to other premature bal¡ieg

than a ful-I-term babiee.

Ite been reassuring to talk to
her parente of prcmature
rea.

O\/ERVIET{ OF PROGRA}I SESSIONS

Àttendance

> 3 momg

>1dad

> 3 babies

Attendance

> 6 moms

> 3 dads

> 2 friendg

> 6 ba-bies
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OVERVIET{ OF PROGRÀI.I SESSIONS

Take Home Reeource Material

> Pamphlets on Cornmunity Resour-
CEE¡.

Take Home Regource Haterial

> Excerpt on fnfant Safety from
Your Bal¡v & Child From Birth to
Àqe Five by Penelope Leach

> Pamphlets on Corvnunity Resour-
cea


